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ABSTRACT 

The research attempted to model the trip generation and the subsequent modal splits 

resulting thereof. The sketch planning tool to be developed attempted to predict within 

reasonable accuracy limits, the travel trends and hence the transport modes used for the 

undertaking of these trips. 

To gain an in depth understanding of the task, the "status quo" mobility conditions for 

Windhoek had to be well understood. Only once when the existing trends are fully 

understood, can one begin to derive a model that is able to model, the expressed mobility 

trends. In analysing the existing mobility trends, the following hypotheses were tested: 

1. Is travel is influenced in any way by household disposable income? 

2. Do male travellers undertake more trips in comparison to their female 

counterparts? 

3. There is a significant reduction in mobility as people get older (their physical 

condition deteriorates)? 

For this task, a spectre of journals and publications, from developing and developed 

countries were consulted in order to understand and gain useful insights in modelling 

practices in other countries. Of the publications consulted, only three are presented here. 

Once the general household and mobility trends established, a correlation analysis 

followed, to eliminate the redundant variables collected during the preliminary stages of 

data collection. 

With the mobility tool's objectives in mind, a preliminary model approach was decided 

upon, which was similar to the classical four-step model, which despite its criticisms 

provided a simple and systematic approach to modelling transport demand. The model 

approach was altered, by the elimination of the trip distribution and assignment steps to 

the suit the stated objectives. 
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The uncertainties in the model were dealt with by introducing upper and lower bound 

analyses. The former approach was used because it recognisees the limitations I 

modelling mobility at a citywide level. Upon the establishment of the acceptable error 

margins, analyses were performed in order to estimate the person-trips generated and the 

resultant modal split, both by zone and on citywide level. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
Never before has our society been so dependent on travel. The ability to move today has 

become an essential activity in our daily lives. The very idea of movement and the ability 

to overcome distance has evolved to such levels that neither our economies nor industries 

are able to function without it. To understand current mobility patterns, it is important to 

ask ourselves two questions the following: Why are existing mobility patterns the way 

they are? Secondly, what caused the current mobility levels to reach their current 

level? 

From a transport-modelling perspective, the first question can be answered in several 

ways. The primary answer to the above is that, people travel, since there is a need to 

communicate with each other and perform activities, which are segregated in space. The 

secondary reason why people travel is their perception to accrue a certain form of benefit 

that results from travel. 

With the aid of recent technological advancements in the automobile industry (invention 

of the automobile), movement is no longer confined and limited as in the past (when 

pedestrian movement was the predominant mode of transport). The present ability to 

overcome space more easily and quickly has resulted in the generation of footloose 

development patterns, which in turn has necessitated an increase in the current travel 

demand. Today, the private automobile has facilitated movement in the cities to such an 

extent, that it has become an indispensable mode of transport that all urban inhabitants 

feel the need to own. 

Due to the ever-increasing popularity of the motorcar and hence, its subsequent 

dependency, the capita trip-generation rates are on the rapid increase and are bringing 

about undesirable mobility side-effects such as: 

a) Injuries and loss of lives due to traffic related accidents; 

b) Air pollution; 

c) Traffic congestion; 
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d) Increased demand for transportation infrastructure; 

e) More sophisticated law enforcement efforts to curb automobile related crimes; 

f) Increased road damage and 

g) Deterioration of public transport infrastructure and service levels. 

These are just some of the many problems, which have led transportation planners and 

engineers to derive tools, which would enable them to explore and attempt to foresee 

transportation related problems before they escalate beyond controllable levels. This form 

of forward preventative thinking marked a very important step in the right direction, from 

the classical' 1950's and 1960's predict and provide' approach (Behrens &Kane 2002). 

Given the above facts, it is understandable why mobility modelling is fast becoming an 

important tool for studying the interactions between man, organisation and their 

associative mobility patterns (see Table I). It is very reason that prompted the subsequent 

development sketch-planning tool Windhoek, the capital city of Namibia. 

T bl I R I' I' b a e e atlOns 11p etween actIvItIes an d space 
Society 

Activities Spatial Organization 
Living Living area (residence) 

Working Working area (place of employment) 

Shopping Groceries or leisure shopping 

SchoolslUniversities School, University attendance 

Leisure Sports, holidays, walks 

~ 
Travel Demand 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Windhoek, the capital city of Namibia, is a fast growing developing city, situated in the 

Khomas Region (central area) of Namibia. The town has an estimated population of 

268,000 people from various cultural backgrounds. As any other developing city, it has 

been experiencing fast economic and infrastructural growth, coupled with all the 

problems associated with it. Similar to other rapidly growing cities, Windhoek's fast 

population growth has come about due to both: increasing natural population growths and 

in-migration. In the last decade, the fast growths have left the City Council (City of 

Windhoek) struggling to deliver adequate basic services: water, electricity and sanitation 

to its inhabitants. The former statement is also applicable to the provision of basic public 

transport infrastructure and services. 

The difficulties being experienced can be attributed to many factors. The most 

pronounced of these is that Windhoek has one of the most highly skewed income 

distributions in Africa, thus resulting in the unfair distribution of resources between the 

low and high-income groups (Gini factor). The former has trend has produced great 

differences in income levels, which has led to the marginalisation of the urban poor as far 

as basic services and transportation procurement is concerned. Authorities have 

acknowledged the existence of the trend and any new developments have the solid goal 

aiming to alleviate and uplift the living standards of the urban low-income groups. 

The mobility sketch-planning tool under discussion is in its preliminary steps 

development. It will be the first "in house" developed transport-planning tool, that will 

enable planners and engineers, to understand and gain a deeper insight into the existing 

transportation demands that exist within the city. The tool will equip them with first hand 

knowledge about the 'status quo' of existing mobility patterns and existing traffic 

(pedestrian and vehicular) in and around the city. The model will investigate the variables 

that play an important role in influencing peoples' travel decisions. It will also go on 

further to determine the trips generated by mode, as well as their associated modal split 

patterns. Given the capacities of the existing transport infrastructure, practitioners will be 

able to make informed decisions about transportation infrastructure provision. 
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The developed sketch-planning tool will focus on modelling trip generation and 

distribution steps. The tool will firstly attempt to understand the underlying factors that 

affect personal travel decision-making. To understand these phenomena, it is important to 

ask why people travel'? 

To understand why people travel, it is important to establish that, people travel because 

they perceive that they will derive a certain benefit from undertaking the trip. The former 

statement implies that prior to undertaking a trip, a traveller first assesses whether they 

will derive a benefit from making the trip. The assessment of benefits against the 

disutility of travel is what eventually an individual to undertake a trip or not. 

In a three dimensional space, where segregation of both activities and location exists, 

there need to communicate often arises. The first obstacle that needs to overcome in order 

to facilitate the required communication, space that segregates the two entities needs to 

be overcome through the elimination of the distance barrier, by means travel. The act of 

travel, in itself is in unproductive activity and thus a traveller does not accrue any benefits 

from it. Therefore, prior to undertaking a trip, an individual considers the pros and cons 

behind undertaking each trip. 

Even though the above-mentioned explanation does not provide a realistic picture of the 

complex considerations that occur, prior to making, however it provides a simplistic way 

of representing human decision making, which if applied in the correct context allows 

human decision making to be modelled. 

The sketch-planning tool described in this report, will resemble the classical four-step 

model with modifications having been made in the omission of the distribution and trip 

assignment steps respectively. The tool will serve as an exploratory tool for practitioners, 

to explore the trends that could occur as a result the current development trends and as 

well as other variables. Since analyses performed were carried out on a citywide scale, in 

order to manage data more effectively, it was decided to sub-divide the town into zones, 

which were analysed accordingly. 
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1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Windhoek, similar to other fast growing towns, is faced with problems of delivering 

adequate transport customer services to its residents. At present, there are no locally 

produced tools in place, which allow decision-making bodies, town councils or 

municipalities. to monitor and estimate the current transportation demand. Engineers and 

planners often have to resort to the use of foreign developed tools. The foreign developed 

transport planning tools often are simply calibrated to suit local conditions without taking 

any of existing conditions into consideration. If the local conditions are analysed and 

understood prior to the development of the modelling tool, then foreign case studies can 

be applied with caution. 

However. the most prominent problems facing engineers and planners, is the shortage 

and often lack of adequate data to perform the required analyses to model transport 

demand. Local authorities, usually resort to utilising observed trend estimates from 

countries whose trends are similar to those experienced in Windhoek. 

The sketch planning tool under discussion, being in its preliminary steps of development, 

will enable decision making authorities to estimate transport demand (public and private), 

by taking existing social and demographic patterns into account, and enable public 

transport service providers to be infonned and hence be pro-active in the provision of 

adequate of public transport service. 

Secondly. this tool will be the first of its kind in Namibia, and it will form an important 

basis for the possible estimation of trips by trip purpose namely school, work serving 

passenger and aggregated average trips. The modes to be modelled by tool will be the 

locally utilised modes of transport, which are car, taxi, bus, cyclists, and pedestrians. 

Thirdly, the sketch-planning tool under development will of multi-modal in nature, thus 

hoping to increase the awareness level for non-motorised transport modes. Lastly, it will 

prompt local authorities to both consider a wider variety of options as far as 

transportation service delivery is concerned. 
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1.2. OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS 

The aim of the thesis is to document the development of the sketch-planning tool for 

Windhoek. The tool produced will serve as an exploratory rather than a predictive tool. 

The tool will within defined accuracy limits, predict the expected travel trends under 

three specified scenarios, which are as follows: 

I. Upper Bound Case: The upper bound scenario refers to a scenario, where the 

probabilistic occurrence is low. 

II. Expected Case: The expected scenario refers to a scenario, where the probabilistic 

occurrellce is high. 

III. Lower Bound Case: The lower bound case refers to a scenario, where the 

probabilistic occurrence is rare. 

Note: 

The above scenarios wcre determined and selected according to the city '.I' population growth, economical 

patterns. as well as other factors (presented in this document), which influence on aggregated mobility is 

deemed to bc of importallce. 

The secondary aim of the thesis is to explore the existing mobility trends in and around 

the Windhoek. The former objective will be achieved through the thorough analysis of 

the existing travel trends in order to establish existing transport trends. 

The final aIm IS to provide planners, engineers and other decision makers with an 

effective response tool. This will enable practitioners to both explore and monitor 

aggregated mobility patterns of Windhoek's residents, under varying economic and 

demographic conditions. Thus allowing decision makers to formulate holistic solutions to 

problems identified. 
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1.4. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

A transport-modelling tool is only as reliable as the data used to compile it. One of the 

biggest problems faced during the development of the tool is the shortage of reliable and 

well-documented data that could be used for the development the model concerned. This 

section deals with the difficulties experienced during data collection and the preliminary 

steps of model development. Obstacles that often face model developers are the shortage 

of adequate data and the respective accuracies and reliability associated with the data 

banks. These remain common problems, especially in developing countries, where the 

collected data is often insufficient and unreliable (Vasconcellos, 200 1). 

1.4.1. ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY OF DATA 

The gathering of both accurate and reliable data is the most complicated process in the 

compilation of a model. The accuracy and reliability of the data source will determine the 

subsequent results produced during the different steps of data output generation (Atkins, 

1989). Since data, quality in developing countries is often poor. The former problem can 

result in escalation modelling errors through the proceeding steps of analysis. 

In addition to the above, it is important to bear in mind that collected data is never perfect 

and usually contains errors e.g. transcription, omissions, and other numerous flaws 

(Atkins, 1986). Vasconcellos pointed out that in most cases, data quality tends to be 

poor, because it was collected for a different purpose, thus the manner and the 

presentation of the collected makes it difficult for transport modelling tools to be 

developed (Vasconcellos, 200 I). 

The second set of problems to be discussed under this section are the legal and political 

aspects associated in gaining access to collected information from government or private 

institutions. Currently, there is a great degree of "gate keeping" as far as infonnation 

sharing is concerned. Both government and private institutions are generally reluctant to 

share information, irrespective of whether it is supposed to be freely available to the 

public or not. This phenomenon makes it particularly difficult for the model practitioners 

to gather accurate data thus necessitating practitioners to make use of the synthetic data 
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generation methods to patch incomplete data banks, thus reducing the reliability of the 

data significantly. 

1.4.2. INSUFFICIENT DATA BANKS 

In addition to the problems associated with inaccurate and reliable data, models generally 

require large data volumes for effective model development and calibration. In 

Windhoek's case, where transport data capturing efforts are seldom and far between, the 

available data pool was not large enough to calibrate the model effectively. Moreover, to 

develop a reliable and accurate model, data banks stretching as far back as fifteen years 

are required. Since such data banks are rare, many developing countries are forced to 

make use synthetic model calibration techniques to generate additional data required or 

simply making use of what is available. 

The poor management by the public authorities in managing public databases is also one 

of the factors that have contributed to the incompleteness of the collected data thus 

making the existing data banks often inadequate (Behrens ,Diaz, Plat & Pochet, 2004). In 

such situations. the most useful source of information is the National Census data. 

However, care needs to be taken in utilising such data banks as in some developing 

countries, where censuses are only conducted when funds are available, thus resulting in 

a highly irregular data banks. 

1.4.3. OMISSION OF DISTRIBUTION AND ASSIGNMENT STEPS 

The focal objective of Windhoek's mobility sketch planning tool was to determine the 

total person trips generated by a population, under specified socio-economic conditions 

and the determination of the subsequent modal split that result thereof. With the above 

objective in mind, the inclusion of the trip distribution and assignment steps would then 

be redundant. It was thus decided to omit these two steps form the model. The omission 

of the above steps will limit the model domain, as the sketch-planning tool will be unable 

link the trip origins to their respective trips ends. As a result, the tool is unable to generate 

an origin/destination matrix. as the generated trips would have no trip ends. 
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1.4.5. SCENARIO ANALYSES 

Chapter 5, of this report lists three cases: expected, lower and upper bound. The three 

cases represent three distinct scenarios, which can influence Windhoek's mobility 

patterns. The scenarios, describe anticipated population demographic trends, socio

economic and mobility trends. The mobility exploration tool did not incorporate the 

effects of infrastructural interventions on the resultant mobility patterns. As a result, the 

tool cannot be used to assess the effects of infrastructural interventions with the hope of 

determining the resultant mobility trends. 

1.5. REPORT CONTENT 

This section of the report will give a brief overview of the report at hand. Section two, 

will outline what a travel demand model is, and elaborate on its applications in our 

society today. The proceeding sections will view the theories associated with travel 

demand modelling as well as their constitutive steps. This particular section explores the 

classical four-step model and outlines the modelling approaches associated with each step 

(trip generation, trip distribution, modal split and assignment). Section 2.6, entails the 

application of the classical four-step model to the Windhoek case study and hence makes 

amendments to the respective steps when necessary. 

Sections 3.2.1. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3; describe three international case studies, where a 

particular modelling approach was adopted in the development of the sketch-planning 

tool specific to the study area under discussion. The approaches used in the case studies 

are used as "good practice" approaches under which a sketch-planning tool can be 

developed. In addition, the case studies were useful in the determination of the important 

variables needed for the development of Windhoek's model thus eliminating any 

redundant variables. Once the mobility have been chosen, a formal expression for trip 

generation and modal splits will be generated (in sections 3.7 and 3.8). 

Section four of the report, describes the city of Windhoek in more detail, by analysing the 

existing conditions found within the city. Particular attention is paid to the transportation 

characteristics of the areas concerned, such as zone trip summaries, vehicular spatial 
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distribution. and vehicle ownerships. Additional data presented in this section are of a 

social demographic nature, where general regarding household demographics are 

concerned e.g. works status, employment status and access to transport, which all play an 

important role in influencing household mobility patterns. 

Section five of the report, deals with the scenario analyses, which are in fact detailed 

descriptions of the anticipated economic and transportation trends. These trends are based 

on empirical data obtained from the Municipality of Windhoek. Several publications and 

journals from developed and developing countries were consulted for this task. The 

presented scenarios will attempt to portray the expected, lower and upper bound cases 

that can potentially culminate from various economic and social activities in Windhoek 

for the forthcoming 15 years. The scenarios were compiled in consultation with journals 

written by Coster and Jette, which outlined the mobility behaviours of certain population 

groups in United States. The reason for introducing the three scenarios in the analyses is 

to communicate to the user the uncertainties involved in the predictions made. 

Section 6 of the report outlines the findings from the modelling. Each finding is discussed 

in turn and its respective trends explained when possible. The thesis concludes with 

summarising the results obtained. The report also goes on to recommend the possible 

approaches that could be utilised to in address the transportation needs, if any, that have 

emanated from the model findings, as well as other recommendations concerning the 

meeting of the needs of the residents of Windhoek. 
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2. MODELLING 
The proceeding section of the report, sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 will look at the basic 

tenninology and transport modelling approaches that are commonly utilised in modelling 

transport. This section will also outline each constituent step of the conventional four-step 

model and outline the methodologies and calculations associated with each step. 

Prior to exploring the theories on which basic transportation modelling is founded upon, 

it is important to develop a comprehensive definition that explains what a transport model 

is. Literature can offer many definitions in this regard. The fonnulated definition 

presented below, was developed in consultation with various publications and sources. In 

the broadest sense, a transportation model is a: 

"a series of mathematical concepts, equations and algorithms that attempt to 

replicate human decision making within a particular context, which have been 

derived from observed data and trends in a particular study area, and it 

attempts to predict the amount and to what degree travel will occur, when 

transportation infrastructure has been subjected to various changes in time. " 

(Unknown) 

Another definition presented here is as follows: 

"A model is a series of mathematical equations and that represent how choices are made 

when people travel" 

(Beimborn, 1995) 

Given the above description, it is evident that a transport model attempts to replicate 

human decision-making, at least as far travel is concerned. Depending on the function of 

the model, the fonner statement is subject to change. To understand this in more detail, it 

is important to ask the question: "Why do people travel and why do they feel the need 

to travel?" 
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The answer to the question can be explained by the fact that people travel because they 

perceive that they will derive a certain benefit from undertaking the trip at hand. The 

former implies that before any trip is undertaken, the traveller will assess whether he/she 

will derive a benefit from ensuing the trip. The mere act of assessing the benefits to be 

accrued is what finally leads to undertaking the trip. The above explanation is simplistic, 

as human interactions tend to be generally very subjective and complex. Hence, a 

model's representation of these interactions is not only simplistic but also inaccurate, 

especially at micro modelling level. On a more aggregated scale, e.g. settlements and 

town level, the discrepancies between the actual humanistic travel behaviour patterns and 

the model tend to be more realistic. Therefore, it is thus of utmost importance to consider 

the limitations and the applicability of these theories in transportation models. 

In a three dimensional space, where segregation of both activities and location exists, 

whenever the need to communicate arises, the first obstacle to be overcome is the 

overcoming of the space barrier, that prevents the communication of the parties 

concerned, through travel. Theoretically speaking, two locations cannot coexist in the 

same space; therefore, it implies that on an aggregated scale, the need to travel to and 

from a location is necessary to enable the desired communication possible. 

In the twenty first century, where technological advancements have added a new 

dimension to travel, physical travel is no longer a necessity as in the past. Numerous 

technological tools have eliminated the need for physical travel. A few of these 

technologies are the internet, e-mail, the telephone, cell phones, faxes and not to forget 

the personal computer. Today's society feels the need to communicate constantly. The 

advancements in travel and the telecommunications industries evolved to such an extent 

and simplified communication, that human beings perceive the existence of the available 

communication tools as indispensable. 

It also appears that our society's sole aim is to be mobile and in touch, the resultant 

demand to be mobile is starting to pose problems, especially in cities with large 

populations. The movement of individuals on a small scale is not the problem, but on an 
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aggregated scale, as in many cities in the world today, it is. The establishment of the 

importance of mobility in our towns is what prompted transport engineers to model 

movement of people, in order to be informed and ready to implement suitable strategies 

to facilitate urban travel. For this reason, transport models play a crucial role in the 

analysis of movement. 

The next section reviews the governing principles used in modelling transport, which is 

essentially a four-step model that comprises of the trip generation, trip distribution, modal 

split and traffic assignment steps respectively. 

2.1. MODELLING THEORY 

As mentioned in the preceding section, the classical urban transport model comprises of 

four distinct but interconnected steps. These are trip generation, trip distribution, modal 

split and the traffic assignment step (Sinn, Matthews & Guest, 1998). Depending on the 

level of modelling, these steps are usually modified accordingly to suit the required 

situation. 

Future 

.----------

- - - - - - - - - --.: 
,. 

,. 

Figure 1: Classical four-step transport-planning model 

Sources: Beinborm, 1995; and Sinn, Matthews & Guest 1998 
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Figure 1, indicates the hierarchical structure of the classical four-step model as well the 

initial key inputs. Before any modelling can commence, it is necessary to have the 

following data in place: base year data, study area (subdivided into suitably sized zones), 

zone attributes (such as employment, household sizes, general population demographic 

data, vehicle ownerships, household trip generation rates and travel behaviour related 

data for the study area under investigation. 

2.2. TRIP GENERATION 

A trip is defined as a one-way travel journey between the origin and a destination end. 

Trip generation is the number of trips starting or ending at an area or zone (Sinn, 

Matthews & Guest, 1998). Trip generation is the first step of the classical four-step 

transport model (Beimborn, 1995). This step also involves clear division of the study area 

into smaller sub-units to make computations easier and more manageable. This step 

involves the utilisation of land-use, population and economic forecasts to estimate the 

number of person-trips to be generated from each zone (Beimborn, 1995). In the analyses 

concerned, each zone is treated separately and its zone attributes are determined. 

Typical data to be collected can be as follows: 

• Zone population; 

• Inhabitant ages and genders; 

• Household income levels; 

• Vehicle ownerships; 

• Household size; 

• Transport mode of used for trips (work and non-work based) and 

• Average trip lengths (by plotting of desire lines on maps). 

Sources: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Sacramento LandlUse Transportation Model; 

(Beimborn, 1995), (Lee, D, 1973), (Ono and Lee, 1989), (Vasconcellos, 2001) 
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It is important to bear in mind, that depending on the required modelling level, additional 

data may be sought which in turn depends on the exact model requirements in terms if 

inputs and outputs. Once the required data has been collected, compiled, and analysed, a 

correlation analysis is carried out. This latter determines the variables that are necessary 

for the modelling phase, thus eliminating all the redundant variables that might exist 

within the collected data pool (Devore & Farnum, 1999). The second reason performing 

the variable correlation is to determine the relative strength and nature of the relationship 

that exists between the variables (Devore & Farnum, 1999). 

Trip Origin; 

Trip 
D~;tin.1!icm 

Figure 2: Interactions between origin and destination trips ends. 

Source: Sinn, Matthews & Guest, 1998 

To capture all trips generated by a zone, it is necessary to consider the trips originating in 

a particular zone, and terminating at another, as well as the trips originating within 

another, and terminating within the zone under consideration. 

Table 2: Push and pull factors that could influence trip generation and attractions 

PUSH FACTORS PULL FACTORS 

• Unemployment • Access to employment 

• Poor access to services • Access to services 

• Poor access to facilities • Facilities (shopping & institutional) 

• Low level service public transport • High service public transport 

• Air Pollution • Fresh air 

• Crime • Safety 

• Distance • Accessibility 
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The calculation of the total aggregated trips generated by a zone an achieved by applying 

mathematical relationships, which describe the push and pull factors that attracts or deters 

travellers from travelling to a particular zone. A list of potential "push and pull" factors 

that could potentially playa large role in shaping travel patterns are presented in Table 2. 

The results obtained during this step are used as inputs into the secondary step, which is 

known as the trip distribution step. Once the collected ha been analysed, the relative 

strengths of the influencing factors is determined, and then finally a reasonable estimate 

of generated trips can be made. 

2.3. TRIP DISTRIBUTION 

Trip distribution describes the number or proportion of trips from the zone origin spread 

amongst all destination zones (Sinn, Matthews & Guest, 1998). The second step of the 

classical transport four-step model is the trip distribution step (Beimborn, 1995). This 

step involves the linking of the trip beginnings and trip ends to form origin-destination 

pattern of trips (Beimborn, 1995), which is represented as a matrix, known as the origin 

destination matrix. 

------~ ~ Traffic Analy,i, " 
~ (Zone 1. Trip Generation) 

~--------------

/~ 
Zone 1 

(Attractions) 

Zone 2 
(~-\.ttIaction5) 

Zone 3 
(~-\.ttra ctions) 

Z.o;H·l~.-v.u. 
(."'-ttractions) 

) 

Figure 3: The distribution of trips to their respective zones 

Source: Beimborn, 1995 
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Once the trips ends have been connected (see Figure 3) with their respective trips origins, 

and then the trip chains can be represented in the form of a matrix (origin/destination). 

This is a common representation of generated trip matrix because it enables the generated 

table to be represented in a simplified fashion, hence making any subsequent 

computations relatively straightforward. The abbreviations Ti and Dj are used in the 

representation of trip origins and trip ends respectively. In summing the columns of the 

matrix, the total number of trip ends (Dj) of a zone is obtained. Similarly, in summing the 

rows of the matrix, total trip origins at a zone is calculated. 

During this step, it is important to bear in mind that the matrix obtained represents the 

base year conditions for the study area concerned. Depending on the existing trends in the 

settlement under investigation and past trends, the data can be updated by the application 

of theoretical update methods. 

Table 3: Limitations of the growth factor and synthetic update methods 

METHOD ADVANTAGES DISADV ANT AGES 

• Growth factor update • Simple • Short-horizon period 
method (singly and • Exhibits good consistency • In-accuracies in the base 
doubly constrained) with the collected data matrix may propagate during 

updating process 

• Cannot deal with incomplete 
Origin/Destination matrices 

• Method is unable to deal with 
changing transport networks 

• Large data volumes needed to 
generate and calibrate base 
year matrix 

• Synthetic update • More realistic • A bit more complex: require 
method • Longer horizon period complex functions to calibrate 

• Less data collection effort and the base matrix 
needed • Data Hungry 

• The method is very theoretical 
and not really based on what is 
observed in practice 

Source: SlIln, Matthews & Guest, (1998), M. Van Maarseveen Presentation (June 2004) 

The former statement implies that if the rates of change in trips (origins and destinations) 

are known, then by applying observed or calculated growth rates, it is then possible to 
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update the matrix to required year of projection. There are several updating methods 

available but only two (Growth factor and Synthetic Update) of these will be discussed 

here partly as other methods are generally hybrids of the two methods presented in this 

report. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each of the methods will be 

discussed (see Table 3). Despite the various critiques associated with the two methods, 

they still provide a useful tool in updating the base matrix. The choice of the method used 

depends on the user as well as on the required outputs of the model. 

2.4. MODAL SPLIT 

Modal split is defined as the share (or split) of the generated trios among the different, 

available transport modes in the area concerned e.g. car, public transport, walk, cycle 

(Sinn, Matthews & Guest, 1998). Modal split is the critical part of the travel demand 

modelling process (Beimborn, 1995) and is the third step of the classical four-step model. 

During this step, the generated trips are split up into categories as follows: by transit, by 

carpool, by automobile, on foot or by bicycle (Beimborn, 1995). Since few formal 

definitions for modal split could be found, but by considering the theoretical background 

behind this step, the modal split could be defined as the constituting share that a certain 

transport makes of the total trips made by mode. 

During this step, trips between a given origin and destinations are split into trips 

(Beimborn, 1995) made by the prevalent transport modes (the most utilised modes) in the 

area concerned. The transport modes: private automobiles, transit (buses and taxis), and 

possibly walking and cycling (Beimborn, 1995). The study of the latter transport modes, 

the non-motorised and transit systems have been neglected in the past (Vasconcellos, 

2001). This was partly due to the high technological commitment to the development of a 

transport-planning model that favoured automotive modes. However, their inclusion in 

mobility analyses is gaining importance. This trend has prompted practitioners and 

researchers to invest more time and effort in attempting to model and understand non

motorised transport (Vasconcellos, 2001). These breakthroughs came about because of an 

increasing number of studies conducted in developing countries where often, non-
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motorised transport modes constitute the majority split of the total transport modes 

available, e.g. China, India, and Sri-Lanka (Vasconcellos, 2001). 

An additional benefit in analysing modal split is that it gives a useful indication of 

existing utilisation levels of the different transport modes. The former in turn enables 

decision makers to invest in encouraging the use of certain modes. Table 4, lists various 

factors that influence modal split. 

The factors can be subdivided into the following categories: personal, household, travel 

distance and transportation system quality. Research has indicated that where modal split 

is concerned; choosing a mode of transport is highly dependant upon personal or 

household income, which in turn can be linked to employment levels (Vasconcellos, 

2001). 

Table 4: Factors that affect modal split 

• Income 

• Profession 
Personal • Captive Car 

• Age 

• Vehicle Availability 

• Personal home-based work trips 
Household trip • Person home-based education al trips 
characteristics • Person home-based shopping trips 

• Person home-based other trips 

• Income 

• Dwelling Type 
Household characteristics • Distance to public transport stop 

• Household Structure 

• Number of cars 

• Income 

• Dwelling Type 

• Distance to public transport stop 
Travel Distancerrravel • Household Structure 
Time • Number of people with driver's licences 

• Number of cars available in household 

• Reliability 
Transport System Quality • Cost 

• Comfort 

• Safety 
Sources: Smn, Matthews & Guest, 1998; Vasconcellos, 2001 and M. Berenos Lecture 

Presentation (June 2004) 
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2.5. TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT 

Assignment is the process whereby trips are routed from their respective origins to their 

destinations through the travel network e.g. road, train routes and cycle ways (Sinn, 

Matthews & Guest, 1998). From the preceding step, the trips relevant to each zone have 

been distributed accordingly. Once these trips have been split up according to mode, the 

specific path that they use to travel from their origin to their destination can be found 

(Beimborn, 1995). This occurs in the last step of the classical four-step model. 

These methods are all based on rational thinking theories, which state that: a traveller 

chooses hislher route by taking into account the prevailing conditions of the route and 

other route attributes, such as distance, generalised cost of travel, safety and comfort. 

Depending on the existing transport infrastructure and its relative accessibility levels, the 

traveller chooses a route depending on the benefits expected to be accrued from choosing 

a particular route. The benefits that are often considered by travellers are time/cost 

savings, safety and transport mode service levels (Vasconcellos, 2001). 

It is imperative to regard that not all of these factors are considered by the traveller at any 

given time. In fact, in most instances trade offs are often made between factors, in order 

to arrive at a decision that is the most favourable or beneficial at that particular time. 

Rational thinking theory implies that prior to an undertaking a trip; a traveller enacts with 

prior knowledge of the route characteristics. The latter statement is only true to an extent, 

as people are not perfect reasoning beings. Most travel decisions are never logically 

sought in this manner, but rather in an imperfect and humanistic way, which from an 

economic point of view is not sensible. 

Three methods applied for the assigning the trips to their respective routes are "all or 

nothing", "multiple routing" and "capacity restraint" methods. The "all or nothing" 

method, traffic is assigned to the shortest route irrespective of the route capacity. The 

method uses this approach on the assumption that the shortest route (Beimborn, 1995) 

and that the traveller utilising the route concerned, incurs the least cost. This method is 

relatively unrealistic because it represents an impractical scenario, which is it is generally 
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applied to small and un-congested networks. The method is easy to apply and as result. 

Nevertheless, the obtained results can be both unreliable and often inaccurate. For this 

reason, the above-mentioned approach is applied to external zones (i.e. outside the study 

area). 

Multiple routing, involves the assignment of trips to routes, by taking route attributes 

such as distance, cost and safety into account. This method is applied to slightly larger 

networks. The method is more realistic in comparison to the "all or nothing method". The 

major flaw with this method is that even though it considers route attributes, it implies 

that travellers at any given time consider the characteristics of each route, which is not 

correct. 

T bl 5 F d a e un amenta assumptlOns b h' d h h h d e In t e tree assIgnment met 0 s 
• Calculated trips are assigned to the shortest route 

• Method assumes that all travellers will take the 

shortest route 

All or nothing traffic assignment • Assumption used is un-realistic in the sense that it 

does not take into considerations 

• Shortest route is not always the governing choice 

(depends on prevailing route conditions) 

• Trips are assigned to depending on route 

attractiveness 

Multiple routing traffic assignment • (not necessarily aesthetics) but: least cost, safety, 

short Travel time and degree of congestion are 

some of the factors that travellers consider 

• Trips assigned to routes depending on the level of 

Capacity Restraint traffic service 

assignment (e.g. Wardrop's • Capacities and other route attributes are considered 

equilibrium method) • Traffic is distributed in such a way so as to 

eventually reach equilibrium within the network 

Source: M. Vanderschuren PresentatIOn (June 2004) 

Multiple Routing, assumes that some travellers make seemingly irrational choices. 

However, since people are all different, this means that chosen route attributes that one 
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individual might selected might not necessarily be important to another individual. In 

tum, it brings about a scenario where the humanistic and model attributes will be 

different. 

The last method "capacity restraint traffic" is the most complex of the three. This 

method uses both route and other travel behaviour attributes to assign trips to their 

respective routes (see Table 5). The method takes, the non-perfect calculating humanistic 

nature into account, but simultaneously allows for traffic redistribution within the 

existing network, which occurs when the routes are congested (Beinborm, 1995). This 

method is the more representative of what actually occurs on a real network. The major 

disadvantage with this method is that it is laborious, as it requires many computations. 

The outputs from this step are in the form of traffic volumes by mode, for the routes 

within the existing transportation network. Each of the methods used in assigning trips 

have their respective advantages and disadvantages. Deciding on which method to use 

purely depends on the individual, of accuracy sought after, level of complexity of the 

transport network under investigation and the model objectives at hand. 

2.6. CRITIQUES OF CLASSICAL FOUR-STEP MODELS 

Literature contains numerous critiques that discuss the limitations and shortcomings of 

classical four step models. Publications by authors such as Atkins (1986) and Goodwin 

(1997) discuss these critiques in more details. The most commonly found critiques of the 

classical four-step modes are as follows: 

• Predict and provide approaches of the 1950' sand 1960' s, where it was believed that 

the solution was to provide infrastructure to meet demand. 

• Transport models, required large volumes of data to compile and calibrate, and as a 

result large scale studies had to be carried out to build up the required databanks. 

• Forecasting horizons of these models ranged between fifteen to twenty years. These 

long analysis periods, were based on many assumptions, which are generally as 

follows: 

• It was possible to predict the future, with a high degree of accuracy. 
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• Travel behaviour was assumed to remain relatively constant 

• It was possible to understand and predict travel behaviour in tat has been observed at 

the transport area zones. 

• Trip origins and destinations could be represented as originating and terminating at 

the zone centroids. 

Despite these limitations, the classical four-step model still provides a useful and 

systematic approach to modelling transport. It is important to bear in mind that because of 

these critiques, the classical approach evolved, in an attempt overcome the criticisms. In 

dealing wit the raised criticisms, several adjustments in the modelling approach were 

made. The first adjustment to the modelling approach was the movement away fro the 

predict and provide approach towards providing an exploratory tool that will enable 

practitioners to understand the present and perhaps future mobility patterns that are likely 

to occur as a result of current economic and socio-demographic trends. 

The second adjustment made in the sketch-planning tool under discussion is, the model 

analysis period was reduced to multiples of five-year intervals. The third adjustment was 

the introduction of uncertainty envelopes. These envelopes were introduced in order to 

take cognisance of the fact that, the future cannot be predicted with a high degree of 

accuracy. The last adjustment made to the modelling approach, was the bearing in mind 

that travel behaviour does not remain constant. As a result, it was decided to incorporate 

scenario analyses into the model, which will attempt to describe the expected as well the 

unexpected mobility trends. 
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2.7. MODIFIED FOUR-STEP MODEL 

As discussed in the preceding sections, the simulation is a four-step process comprising 

of trip generation, distribution, modal split and assignment (Beimborn, 1995). 

Trip 
Generation 

),lodal Split 

Figure 4: Modified four-step transport model to be used in the case study 

Source: M. Van Maarseveen Presentation (June 2004) 

For the purposes of this case study, the focus will be on total trips generated per capita 

and the subsequent modal split that result thereof. The classical modelling approach thus 

need to be simplified as indicating in Figure 4, where the distribution and the assignment 

steps have been omitted. 

Bearing in mind the objectives of the sketch-planning tool, the inclusion of the trip 

distribution and assignment steps would be redundant, as the model, does not have the 

ability to link the generated trip origins to their respective trips ends. In addition to the 

above, because of data availability issues, from a development perspective, it was not 

possible to incorporate a distribution and an assignment stage into the model. As a result, 

the omission of the steps would to some extent not only simplify the model, but also limit 

the model domain considerably. 

2.7.1. TRIP GENERATION 

This step will make use of the variables, which will be identified during the data 

correlation steps. Having established their respective correlation coefficients, an 

expression for the trip generation for the town can be obtained. The generated trips must 

be analysed based on the categories presented in the thesis. 
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2.7.2. MODAL SPLIT 

The modal split step, will make use of the trips generated from the preceding step (trip 

generation) and utilising the existing modal split trends in the town (collected in the base 

year). The trips are to be proportionally distributed over the modes to establish the overall 

modal split trends in Windhoek in a particular year. 
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3. MODELLING VARIABLES 

3.1. MODELLING, VARIABLES AND CASE STUDIES 

This section deals with the determination of the variables that influence personal 

mobility. During the preliminary steps, a primary list was drawn up, which consists of 

"brainstormed variables" that according to literature affect mobility at a personal or at a 

household level (see Table 6). 

Table 6: Preliminary modelling variables, which influences personal mobility 

• Vehicles accessibility per household 

Vehicle Ownership • Number of licensed drivers per household 

• Vehicle ownership 

• Household Income (Hunt, 1994) 

Household Income • Employment Status (Hunt, 1994) 

• Education levels 

Educational Levels • School Enrolments and matrix passing rate 

• Tertiary institution enrolment 
HouseholdIPopulation • Household member age 
Demographics • Zone population pyramid 

• Household trip generation rates 

• Available transport modes 

• Commonly used modes of transport 
Transportation Data • Public transport fares 

• Fuel prices 

• Vehicle operating costs 

• A verage total travel times 

• State of the road network 

• Public transport waiting times 
Level of Service • Transport mode diversity 

• Safety/Aesthetics/Comfort! Air quality 

Economic Factors • Gross Domestic Product (GOP) 

• Gross National Product (GNP) 
Political Factors • Public Policy 

.. 
Sources: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Sacramento Land/Use TransportatIOn Model 

(Beimbom, 1995), (Lee, D, 1973), (Dna and Lee, 1989), (Vasconcellos, 2001), (Sinn, 
Matthews & Guest, 1998), M. Berenos Lecture Presentation (June 2004) 

Once the preliminary list was compiled, a series of transport modelling case studies were 

consulted to determine the relevant mobility variables and hence eliminate the redundant 

variables in the list. Due to insufficient data available to the modelling team, some of the 
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initial compiled variables had to be omitted. The consequence of these omissions is that 

the accuracy of the model is reduced. Despite the former, most inaccuracies that might 

occur in the model will be compensated for during the model calibration step. The second 

factor that led to the further elimination of more variables, was that to some of the 

initially compiled variables are to some extent interrelated, which means that the effects 

of one variable is equally expressed by another, thus making one of the variables 

redundant. 

3.2. MODELLING VARIABLES 

In order to determine, from a theoretical and practical point of view, the variables 

necessary to develop a model for Windhoek, a series of case studies were consulted for 

this task. Of the consulted case studies, only three of these are presented here and are as 

follows: 

I. Case study 1: The Dutch I-move (Section 3.2.l.) 

II. Case study 2: Sacramento's MEPLAN (Section 3.2.2.) 

III. Case study 3: EMME2: a case study of Hiroshima (Section 3.2.3.) 

The presented case studies were taken from leading countries as far as modelling 

transport is concerned. 

Despite the fact that the presented case studies all had their own objectives and goals in 

mind, the governing principles, lessons learnt and their respective methodologies provide 

useful information in the determining the relevant variables for the development of the 

sketch-planning tool. 
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3.2.1. STUDY 1: I-MOVE 

BACKGROUND 

Mobility in modern cities forms an important part of the function of our cities. The 

resulting movements of goods and people around the city, accrues significant benefits for 

both the economy and the job market. However, there are negative side effects associated 

with these movements, especially when they occur on a high scale as is the case with 

many cities around the world. 

The general effects occur usually in the form of traffic accident victims, noise and air 

pollution (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). One way to reduce the negative impacts is to 

implement measures which reduce the number of kilometers traveled by car and hence to 

consider the use of alternative transport modes; bus, train and bicycle. Often though, the 

use of a combination of different transport modes is attractive enough to form a realistic 

alternative for utilising the car. The preceding statements and considerations are what led 

to the development of the "I-move", which is a strategic multimodal transportation 

model, developed to model mobility at a strategic level. 

The model was developed by Demis in collaboration with the Technical University of 

Delft, for the Dutch Ministry if Public Works and Transport. For Holland, being a 

generally multi-modal society, this meant that the developed tool, needed to model 

freight, personal travel and people on roads, railways and water. An additional module 

for the I-Move was later added, which was able to estimate the mobility effects in terms 

of road safety, noise and air pollution (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). 

One of the first hurdles that faced by the modelling team was to define a trip chain. 

Eventually it was decided to define a trip chain as a trip where two or more transportation 

modes are used. The aim of the model was to analyse personal travel and transit. 

MODELLING APPROACH 

In the Netherlands, where the availability of open space is becoming an ever-increasing 

problem, local authorities constantly seek ways to optimize the existing transport 

infrastructure in order to meet rising transport demand. 
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The rising popularity in analysing multi modal trips was prompted by the following. 

Firstly multimodal trips, present the opportunity to reduce long distance car trips (Demis: 

www.demis.nllhome). The second reason is that they present the opportunity to reduce 

personal motor vehicle trips. Hence increasing transit patronage, this in turn would lead 

to an improved utilisation of scarce public space and fiscal resources. A study conducted 

in the Netherlands, revealed that nearly 3% of all trips in the country are classified as 

multi-modal trips. For longer distance trips (city to city), multi-modal trips make up a 

greater share, ranging between, 15%, and 20% of trips. 

In order to realise the dream of a multi-modal society, the local authorities have 

recognised that they would be required to provide infrastructure that will both facilitate 

this and enable commuters to change from one mode to the other with relative ease 

through the provision of transport interchange facilities. The former will only be achieved 

by providing high quality transfer points, which need to offer high quality public 

transport services and sufficient parking facilities for cars and bicycles (Demis: 

www.demis.nllhome). 

The I-Move like most strategic transport models is static. This means that for each time in 

the model the calculated traffic intensities represent the average situation of the whole 

period (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). 

The generation step, involves the calculation of trip productions and attractions for each 

zone by purpose. The distribution step, involves the distributed and balancing of trips 

across the study area. This leads to the derivation of the origin-destination table per trip 

purpose. 

The trip assignment model uses an integrated route choice model that is used to generate 

multimodal routes and assign trips based on a generalized cost of the route per category 

of traveller (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). The generalized cost of travel is based on 

distance, travel time and actual vehicle operating costs. For multi modal routes, the cost of 

switching modes is also taken into account, e.g. parking costs and transfer time. 
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The assignment step uses three methods to assign traffic to their respective routes. These 

are as follows: All or nothing, multinomial logit model (MNL) and the paired 

combinatorial logit model (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). The effects of congestion on 

the links are and corrected by the application of the generalized cost of transport. 

MODEL INPUTS 

The first step is to define the nature of interest of study area concerned. Within that study 

area, nodes and links (i.e. routes) are identified. The user utilizing the system is free to 

choose the level at which the modeling will be carried out as well as the variables to be 

utilized in the analysis. Common inputs are as follows: 

a) Node data (population, income levels ... etc) 

b) Link attributes-roads, railway link data(length, travel time, cost) 

c) Trip productions and attractions for each node; 

d) OriginlDestination trips for the zones concerned; 

e) Trip purposes for each undertaken trip; 

f) Transfer time when more than one transport mode is involved and 

g) Multimodal Trip chains consisting of two or more vehicular modes. 

MODEL OUTPUTS 

The outputs of the I-Move are in the form of an integrated route choice model, which is 

used to generate multimodal route choices. The subsequent assignation of trips to their 

respective routes was carried out utilising a generalised cost of utilising each route, travel 

time and actual cost of choosing that particular route (Demis: www.demis.nl/home). The 

I-Move the user can select as route choice model (1) All or nothing, (2) Multinomial 

Logit model and (3) Paired Combinatorial Logit model (Demis). An iterative loop is used 

to correct the generalised cost of transport on the links for any congestion effects. The 

user is able to define the maximum number of iterations in this loop. The model is also 

able to correct the generalised costs of travel by taking into account congestion effects 

that can occur on a chosen route. 
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The output from the model exists in the form of standardised tables, which indicates 

relevant zone nodes, route links, and origin/destination matrices, as well as other their 

associated computations. The computed data can also be represented in the form of 

figures, charts, and schematic diagrams (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). 

MODEL SCALE 

The developed model is not restricted to a specific level as far as modelling is concerned. 

The model is able to operate at any level (i.e. macro, meso and micro levels), that was 

required. Deciding on the modelling scale is at the discretion of the user, which again is 

dependant on the modelling objectives, user specifications and other goals (Demis: 

www.demis.nllhome). 

TRANSPORT MODES 

The model focussed on the analysis of the following transport modes: car, transit (bus and 

train) and non-motorised transport (cyclists and pedestrians). 

MODEL FEATURES 

One of the features of the I-Move is that it boasts a user-friendly digital map, which 

provides a comprehensive list of multi-modal route choices, consisting of an origin and 

destination pair, to the traveller (Demis: www.demis.nllhome). The comprehensive 

customer oriented map, enables the traveller, to consider different route choices and 

hence decide upon the best route to take in order to reach the destination of their choice. 

The planning of a personal trip was facilitated by means of a digital map. This means that 

the traveller can plan movements more effectively, hence reduce their respective travel 

times or trip frequencies. The reduction in travel time because of a better-planned route 

can have positive effects in reducing commuter volumes during transit peaks (Demis: 

www.demis.nllhome). 

MODEL LIMIT A TIONS 

From the collected information about the mode, insufficient data exists that critically 

assess the shortcomings of the I-Move model. In addition to the above, no detailed 
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explanation of the modelling methodology was executed thus making it extremely 

difficult to assess the utilised approaches. 

3.2.2 STUDY 2: SACRAMENTO'S MEPLAN 

BACKGROUND 

The Sacramento metropolitan area is a mid-size urban area, when compared to other 

North American towns. The town has an estimated 1995 population of 1.8 million. It was 

estimated that, at the current rate, the population and employment levels could be 

expected to grow at annual rates of 1.9 and 2.2 percent, respectively, through 2015. In the 

past, the employment base of the Sacramento region has been largely government and 

agriculture. However, more recently there was a rapid expansion of high-technology 

manufacturing. The residential and employment densities of the region can be 

characterized as medium to low. The modal split in the town is largely in favour of the 

automobile. Private vehicles constitute approximately 76% of the total split. 17% of the 

population carpool, 3% use transit, 2% walk, and the remaining 2% cycle (FHW A: 

www.ucalgary.ca). 

MODELLING APPROACH 

The modelling approach for this case study was not discussed in great depth, therefore the 

actual procedures used and approach remain somewhat unclear. The MEPLAN model is a 

land use/transportation interaction model, which has taken the experiences and lessons 

learnt from modelling experiences in Naples and Bilbao to develop a model, which 

combines both land use and transportation effects. The model comprises of two 

components, transportation, and a land use module. The two models works are in essence 

two entities, which interact with one another in a recursive manner. 

Standard travel demand models are generally capable of measuring the transportation 

impacts of alternative land development patterns. In the case of a land use and transport 

interaction models such as MEPLAN, TRANUS, or UrbanSim the following modelling 

objectives can be achieved: 
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1. Measuring the effect of alternative transportation investments and policies on land 

use patterns (FHW A: www.ucalgary.ca); 

2. Analyzing and consider the impacts of the outputs from the land use module on 

the transportation performance of the area concerned (FHW A: www.ucalgary.ca); 

3. Measuring the effect of alternative land use policies e.g. zoning or tax incentives 

on land use patterns and the resulting transportation impacts (FHW A: 

www.ucalgary.ca). 

Given the existing land use and the existing activities occumng on them, it is then 

possible to generate a matrix for any origin/destination pair. The generated and the 

arriving trips are therefore assigned to specific routes by utilising the utility functions, 

utilising capacity restraint method to obtain a realistic representation of the traffic flows 

on the routes. Since the resultant network times affect the attractiveness of the zones and 

its subsequent land use activities, these results are "fed back" into the model (negative 

feedback) until the steady state equilibrium is reached. The analysis is carried out in a 

series of time steps, which makes this framework model quasi-dynamic (Hunt, 1994). 

The former implies that at any given time period, the model's the land use patterns are 

used to generate trips, which in turn generate new land use patterns whose results forms 

the input of the next time step of the analysis (Hunt, 1994). 

The effects of each module were measured for the years 2005 and 2015 on travel, 

emissions, user benefits, and the spatial distribution of population and employment. The 

findings indicated that the results of the modeling are not always intuitive. Some of the 

major findings for the Sacramento region including an accounting for land use effects can 

have significant impacts on forecast vehicle-trips; vehicle miles traveled (VMT), 

congestion, and emissions. 

The trip generation step of this strategic framework, involved the estimation of trips using 

the existing land use patterns found in the zones. The model data bank contained detailed 

information concerning each land use pattern, as well its trip generating potential. Given 

the former data, the model was able to estimate the trip productions and attractions for 

each zone (by trip purpose). Since the land use and transport models interact with each 
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other in a recursive manner, the generated trips (origin destination pair) are fed back into 

to the land use model to produce a land use pattern for the proceeding time step. 

The distribution of generated trips was carried out by using the computed trips 

attractions, which in turn were estimated using the available land use data. The modal 

split stage, was not discussed in detail, however, it is known that, the generated trips were 

categorised by transit and private transport respectively. 

The trips assignment stage, involved the assigning of generated trips to their respective 

zones by using utility functions, with capacity restraint, to obtain a realistic representation 

of the traffic flows on the routes linking the zones. Since the resultant network times 

affect the attractiveness of the zones and hence the land use activities, these results were 

fed back into the model again (negative feedback) until steady state equilibrium was 

reached. The analysis is carried out in a series of time steps, which makes this framework 

model quasi-dynamic (Hunt, 1994). 

The model was calibrated using the "sequential time step" approach. This process 

involves the incremental loading of data into the model in a series of steps until the 

required has been successfully incorporated into the time step concerned. The modelling 

team automated this process such that once the land use model has completed its analysis; 

the results are automatically fed into the transportation model for the same analysis 

period. This procedure is repeated until such a time when equilibrium has been reached. 

The MEPLAN model has the additional ability of perform scenario analyses. In total four 

scenario analyses were considered and are as follows: Minimal Construction (Trend 

Scenario), Extensive Highway Construction (Beltway Scenario), LRT Construction (Rail 

Scenario) and the Transit Oriented Development (TaD Scenario). The analysed scenarios 

represent a case whose probability of occurrence is high because the listed developments 

are in line with the City of Sacramento's strategic plan. By exploring the available 

options, and hence the determining the likely effects, for both land use and mobility, a 
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well informed decision can be made concerning the type and level of development that 

the municipality is likely to implement. 

MODEL INPUTS 

The model under discussion is a data hungry model in the sense that large amounts of 

data had to be collected. The following inputs were needed for the modelling process: 

a) Household income and zones; 

b) Employment and industry data; 

c) Supply of zoned land; 

d) Social accounting matrices; 

e) Transportation networks by mode utilisation; 

f) Trips aggregated by category; 

g) Distribution travel distances; 

h) Origin/destination matrix of total trips made (at the household level); and 

i) Floor space data (indicating the impacts of different land use). 

Source: Federal Highway Administration (FHW A): Sacramento Land/Use Transportation Model 

The model was calibrated by utilising the "sequential time step" approach (Hunt, 1994). 

This process involves the incremental loading of data into the model in a series of steps 

until the required criterion is successfully incorporated into the time step concerned 

(Hunt, 1994). The modelling team automated this process so that, once the land use 

model has completed its analysis, the results are used as inputs into the transportation 

model for the same time-period. This procedure is repeated, until steady state equilibrium 

for land use activities and demand for travel is reached. 

MODEL OUTPUTS 

The following data outputs are obtainable from the model: total aggregated vehicle-trips, 

vehicle miles traveled (VMT), congestion computations, vehicle emissions, and the 

resultant transport modal split (both private and transit). 
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MODEL SCALE 

From the discussions covered so far, it has become apparent that the model is relatively 

coarse in the sense that its approach is strategic i.e. it can be classified as a macro and/or 

meso level model. In Sacramento's case study, there were 32 zones in total, therefore 

obtaining all the required data was relatively cumbersome, time consuming and 

extremely expensive. 

TRANSPORT MODES 

The following transportation modes were analysed during the case study: automobile, 

light rail transit and other forms of transit. There is no mention of non-motorised 

transport in the case study concerned. For this reason, it is relatively unclear whether 

these modes were included or not. From the generated analysis outputs, such as vehicle 

miles travelled and fuel emissions, it is likely that the above modes received little or no 

consideration. 

MODEL FEATURES 

A feature of the MEPLAN is that it consists of a social accounting matrix (SAM), which 

exists in the form of an input/output table. The table has been greatly expanded to include 

attributes, such as households, building floor space and land availability (Hunt, 1994). 

The model also goes further to make use of eleven industry and service categories, 

aggregated to match the employment and location of the area. Household incomes are 

categorised into low, middle, and high-income households, thus enabling the output 

analyses to indicate the stratified trends exhibited by the three groups (Hunt, 1994). 

The MEPLAN model provides a number of advantages for assessing regional 

transportation and land use policies. The inclusion of land use effects, generally, leads to 

higher travel impacts (positive or negative) for comparable policy scenarios (FHW A: 

www.ucalgary.ca). Models, such as the MEPLAN are based on a strong economic 

foundation. Business and residential location decisions are based on the range of factors 

available. Therefore, the results produced might not necessarily reflect a realistic picture. 
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However, from an economic standpoint, the model will generate results consistent with 

the conventional forms of transport analysis approaches. 

Since interest in transit-oriented development is growing, a number of regions in the 

United States have modeled the travel impacts of concentrating development in transit 

station areas. A land use model, such as MEPLAN, which simulates land markets, can be 

used to test different policy mechanisms for achieving development objectives. 

MODEL LIMITATIONS 

One of the biggest problems experienced by modelling staff in this case study was the 

shortage of data to compile and calibrate the model. In Sacramento's case, it was desired 

for freight to be modelled as well. However, due to an insufficient data pool, it was not 

possible. Therefore, this part of the analysis was omitted. Other difficulties faced by the 

modelling team was that even though the model considered the interactions between 

transport and land use, inconsistencies in the collected data produced undesirable effects 

in the model thus making some of the computed results inaccurate (Hunt, 1994). 

As most transportation-land use models, the MEPLAN uses large zones and sketch 

networks. The simplification of the actual networks often leads to different travel and 

emission results, which are significantly different when compared to the city of 

Sacramento's detailed model. Inconsistencies in the results, due to the inaccuracies in the 

representation of the zones surfaced during the estimation projected vehicle volumes, 

speeds, distances, and emissions (FHWA: www.ucalgary.ca). 

The trade-off, for a detailed representation of land markets and inter-industry interactions, 

is that a large amount of data is required to develop and calibrate the model. While 

ME PLAN can be customized based on locally available data, many regions will not have 

adequate data to take full advantage of the modelling capabilities offered. The application 

of the model in Sacramento, as a result of inadequate data, would have been strengthened 

through the availability of floor space data as well as data, from multiple years (FHW A: 

www.ucalgary.ca). 
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In addition to the above, MEPLAN's modelling staff expressed concern over utilising 

two different models since each one produces different results. If the land use feedback 

is to be incorporated into travel modelling module for regional planning purposes, an 

approach will be required that uses a land use model in combination with a travel model 

that includes a detailed network and zone system (FHW A: www.ucalgary.ca). 

Lastly, since travel behaviour is modelled at an aggregate level, the travel behaviour of a 

certain groups or individuals is masked. The large-scale aggregation does not allow the 

differences in behaviour between individuals or subsets of the population to be 

distinguished. While the aggregate approach is less realistic, it is much simpler than 

modelling an entire heterogeneous market. 

Throughout the entire model review, there is no mention of how non-motorised transport 

was included in the analysis. The exclusion implies that the modelling was primarily 

focused on motorised transport. The review also fails to clarify a systematic modelling 

approach that was used thus making it particularly difficulty to assess the methodology 

used by the modelling staff. 

3.2.3. STUDY 3: EMME2, A CASE STUDY OF HIROSHIMA 

BACKGROUND 

Hiroshima is one of Japan's fast growing cities and it is located on the western comer of 

the island of Japan. The city has an estimated population of 1.5 million inhabitants (Ono, 

China and Lee, 1989). The island is relatively small and the availability of space has 

become an even increasing concern in the city. Since the 1970' s, Japanese cities, 

populations often exceed one million. These cities have taken it upon themselves to carry 

out transportation master plan studies in order to gain a better understanding of the 

personal and household mobility patterns occurring within such cities (Ono, China and 

Lee, 1989). 

To assess citywide mobility patterns, Japanese local authorities used "in house" 

developed software (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). This meant that the packages were only 
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applicable to specific situations. In certain instances, packages were developed by foreign 

consultants, which meant that they lacked transparency and user friendliness (Ono, China 

and Lee, 1989), as the recipients of the modelling package did not fully understand the 

full functionality of the model concerned. Existing software packages were often 

incompatible with each other, as their output results could not be shared easily among 

other planning professionals. This was primarily because it was always difficult to 

decipher the steps that the developed model was performing. An additional problem 

encountered by Japanese consultants, was that transportation related data was never 

collected in a standard and consistent format. This meant that the linking of the different 

database tables was difficult because of the inconsistencies in the data pools compiled on 

different transport surveys. 

Despite the many hurdles faced by the modelling staff, cognisance was taken of the fact 

that the successful compilation of the data bank, depends on the clear establishment of 

objectives and goals of the model to be developed (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). 

MODELLING APPROACH 

The modelling approach was similar classical four-step transport model. The modelling 

steps consisted of trip generation, trip distribution, modal split step and the assignment 

steps respectively. To generate trips for the zones concerned, regression models were 

used. Zone attribute data, was utilised in the regression analysis to determine their 

relative impact on trip generation (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). The derived trip 

generation equation was of the form: 

Oi =: 1.36832Xli+O.70039X2i+ 1.16410X3i+3.02837X4i+O.82671Xsi 

Dj =: 1 A0447Xlj+067486X2j+l.19761X3j+O.92853Xsj 

Where: 
Oi =: Trip production in zone i 
Dj =: Trip production in zone j 

Xli =: Population in zone i 
X21 =: Employee of agriculture in zone i 
X3i =: Employee in manufacturing in zone i 
X4i =: Employee of commerce in zone i 
XSi =: School enrolment in zone i 

Source: Dna, China & Lee, 1989 

X lj =: Population in zone j 
X2j =: Employee of agriculture in zone j 
X3j =: Employee in manufacturing in zone j 
X4j =: Employee of commerce in zone j 
XSj =: School enrolment in zone j 
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To ensure that the model predictions were consisted with those observed in reality, trips 

generation model calibration was performed. During this analysis, base year trips 

generated by the model were compared against the existing base year data to determine 

the root means square. 

The trip distribution model used was a doubly constrained gravity model (Ono, China and 

Lee, 1989). By utilising the base data collected from the surveys, volume-speed tables 

were generated to calculate the flows on the identified links within the defined transport 

system. The generated flow/speed tables were used to represent the relationship between 

the actual volumes of traffic on roads versus the design traffic (Ono, China and Lee, 

1989). The relationship obtained was of the form: 

Tij =[Ai] x [Bj] x [Oi] x [Dj] x [tij] 

Dj = 1.40447Xlj+067486X2j+1.l9761X3j+O.92853X5j 

Where: 
Tij: Trip distribution form i to j 
Oi: Trip production from zone i 
Dj: Trip attraction form zone j 
Tij: travel time from i to j 
Ai;Bj: Balancing Factor 

Source: Ona, China & Lee, 1989 

The desired vehicles travel times were computed from the collected flow versus speed 

tables (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). The subdivision of generated traffic volumes into 

their respective transport mode categories, was achieved by utilising a series utility 

functions for waiting times, in vehicle time, transfer time and egress time components, 

travel cost and vehicle availability (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). The travel time 

computation was iterated and the output from this step was used as an input for the 

proceeding steps of the analyses, whereby the average travel times by car and transit were 

eventually computed. 

The modal split step was divided into two steps. The first step comprised of walking, 

cycling and transit. The expressions used were derived from the transit curve used by the 
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Hiroshima Area Transportation Study (HATS) model. The second step entailed the 

further sub-division of the other transport modes into their respective categories i.e. car, 

bus and tram. The former was achieved by utilising a multi-modal logit model (Ono, 

China and Lee, 1989). 

To assIgn vehicles to their respective routes, a capacity constrained equilibrium 

assignment method was used. The capacity-constrained method was only used for the 

assignation of private automobiles and non-motorised transport modes. To assign transit 

vehicles to the respective routes taken, a separate transit model was developed for that 

task (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). 

Uauto = -0.018 x tautoij 
Ubus = -0.018 x tbusij - 0.070Wbusij 
Ubus = -0.018 x ttramij - 0.070Wtramij 

Where: 

- 0.014 x Cautoij 
- 0.014 X Cbusij 
- 0.014 X Ctramij 

+0.032 X Y 1i -0.0028 X Y 2j 
+ 0.20 
+ 0.22 

tij : In vehicle, access and egress time from zone i to zone j (in minutes) 
W ij : Waiting time and transfer time from zone i to zone j (in minutes) 
Cij : Travel cost from zone i to zone j (yenlkm) 
Y1i : Car availability (vehicles/lOOOperson) [car availability) 
Y2j : employment density in destination zone j (perlha)[parking availability) 

Source: Dna, China & Lee, 1989 

MODEL INPUTS 

To ensure the adequate modelling of the existing mobility patterns, both public and 

private transport had to be defined. Hiroshima, such as other cities in Japan, has 

successfully implemented the use of a citywide coordinated digital roadmap, indicating 

all the transportation links and nodes. The existing digital route map was developed for 

nationwide usage, and it has been successfully utilise to aid in many planning sectors. 

Given the fact that some of the required data was already captured in the city's digital 

map, which has well over 1,000 nodes together with 2,700 directionals as well as other 

transport related information (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). Large volumes of data could 

be retrieved from the city's digital map; this meant that the data collection efforts that 

needed to be carried out were greatly reduced. 
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As a result, the only data that needed to be collected was information describing the 

attributes of the population, economy and the study zones. Thus, the data that needed to 

be gathered for the above purpose are follows: area and social and economic attributes, 

age/sex population structure, employment status, travel demand matrices by mode and 

activity. 

MODEL OUTPUTS 

By utilising the data collected during the field survey, the trip generation and distribution 

steps, the model was able to estimate an origin/destination pair for the zones concerned. 

Utilising the modal split module of the model, an estimate of the modal split was made 

for the following transport modes: automobile, transit, non-motorised transport. The 

assignment of trips was carried out by utilising the methods outlined earlier. Hence, a 

graphical representation (in the form of a map) of the traffic volumes on each link in the 

study area was obtained. 

MODEL SCALE 

From the procedures applied and the modelling methodology used, the modelling level 

for this case study can be classified as a composite of a macro and/or meso level model. 

TRANSPORT MODES 

The modelled transportation modes were as follows: non-motorised transport modes, 

automobile, and transit. 

MODEL FEATURES 

After the EMME2 modelling experience, it was established that, as a result of the output 

format results produced by the EMME2 model, it was now possibly to easily unify the 

output and matrix tables from the EME2 model into the HATS model. The former is due 

to the manner in which EMME2 output tables were written (Ono, China and Lee, 1989). 

The simplicity and relative transparency of the model has made it easier for practitioners 

using both the EMME2 and the HATS models to exchange data from the one software to 

the other without difficulty. 
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MODEL LIMITATIONS 

One of the greatest challenges that faced the modelling team was the shortage of data. 

The second problem was encountered during the model calibration steps, where the 

modelling team battled to simulate the collected data in order to suit the observed trends. 

During the model calibration step, every effort was made in order to ensure that every 

output produced by the EMME2 model was consistent with the observed trends recorded 

by the Japanese HATS model. The relative differences between the two models are 

indicating in Table 7. 

Table 7: Differences between the EMME2 model and the HATS model 

Modelling type Developed Models in the Study Hiroshima Project Models 

[HATS, 1989] 

Trip Generation R-Squared = 0.9704 R Squared = 0.9704 

(Trip Production) RMS Rate = 14% RMS Rate = unknown 

Trip Generation R-Squared = 0.9713 R Squared = 0.9713 

(Trip Attraction) RMS Rate = 14% RMS Rate = unknown 

Trip Distribution R-Squared = 0.9889 R Squared = 0.9652 

RMS Rate = 16% RMS Rate = unknown 

Modal Split 1 R-Squared = 0.9907 R Squared = 0.9957 

(Diversion Curve) RMS Rate = 49% RMS Rate = unknown 

Modal Split R-Squared = 0.8331 R Squared = 0.8875 

(Multi-Modal Logit) RMS Rate = 18% RMS Rate = unknown 

Car Assignment R-Squared = 0.5865 R Squared = unknown 

RMS Rate =34% RMS Rate = unknown 

Transit Assignment R-Squared = 0.9268 R Squared = unknown 

RMS Rate = 38% RMS Rate = unknown 

Source: Ona, Chma and Lee, 1989 

3.2.5. CASE STUDY SELECTION DISCUSSION 

In selecting transport -modelling case studies, initially it was very difficult as literature 

contains many journals discussing the subject matter. One of the criteria used in selecting 

these case studies, was to try to envelop a wide spectre of modelling approaches as 

possible and then at a later stage decide on the approach that can be applied to 
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Windhoek's context. This requirement was necessary in order to gain a broad on the 

available modelling approaches that are available internationally. 

The first case study, the I-Move, is a multi-modal model, models freight, personal travel 

and people on roads, railways and water. The ability of the tool to model multi-modal 

trips sheds light on how to tackle trips that involve more than one transport mode. 

The MEPLAN case study was chosen, as it is one of the few models that has the ability to 

model the recursive relationship between land use and trip generation. Sacramento, being 

a relatively motorcar dependent city, this case study can be applied in Windhoek's 

context, given that motorcar dependencies are also high. 

The last case study, (EMME2: A case study of urban Hiroshima), was chosen on the 

merits that it presented a scenario, which discussed the disadvantages of developing in

house software packages that are incompatible with other readily available software 

packages. In addition, to the above, the case study provided alternative methods of 

overcoming the modelling hurdles. 
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3.2.6. CASE STUDY COMPARISONS 

This section of the thesis compares the presented case studies and assesses them in 

recognising their merits and respective shortcoming (see Table 8). The respective 

advantages and disadvantages of each model will be described. 

Table 8: Comparison of strengths and weaknesses between the models 

Case Study StrenJ,!ths Weaknesses 
• Ability to operate on many • Model is data hungry 

modelling levels • The model was compiled for 
• Estimate the effects of a specific purpose: to explore 

mobility: traffic accidents, the use more than one 
air and noise pollution transport mode on a trip 

• User defined method of trip • Model does not consider the 
assignment effects of land use on the 

I-Move • Visual aids makes data easy resultant movement patterns 
to interpret 

• Models both motorised and 
non-motorised transport 

• Asses both regional and • No consideration to non-
urban land use policies and motorised transport modes 
transit oriented • Founded on strong 
developments economic principles which 

• Estimate the effects of sometimes in reality do not 

alternative transportation reflect a realistic picture 

investments and policies on • Large volumes of data 
land use patterns needed to compile and 

• Quasi-dynamic modeling calibrate 

Sacramento's ME PLAN • Estimate the effects of • Modeling simplifications 

traffic e.g. gas emissions lead to discrepancies 
between calculated and 

• A highly detailed social observed trends 
accounting matrix (SAM), 

• Travel behavior is modeled 
which includes attributes, 

at an aggregate level 
such as household incomes, 

therefore the behavior of 
land use, building floor 

certain groups are masked, 
space and land availability 

thus making it unrealistic 
• Recursive relationships 

• Land use and transport 
between land use and 
resultant movement patterns 

models are two independent 
entities 

• Model output formats are • Large volumes of data are 
compatible with other needed to compile ad 
software packages calibrate the model 

• Ability to analyse both 
EMME2 (Urban Hiroshima) motorised and non-motorised 

transport 
• Visual model aids enable 

users to interpret data with 
ease 
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3.3. WINDHOEK'S MOBILITY EXPLORATION TOOL 

BACKGROUND 

Windhoek, is the capital city of Namibia, is situated central area of Namibia and has an 

estimated population of 268,000 people. The town's population has been growing at an 

annual growth rate 1.52%. In addition to the natural growth, the town has been receiving 

a high influx of immigrants, which has accelerated the city's population growth. 80% of 

the city's population can be categorised as low-income, whereas the remaining 15% and 

5% can be categorised as middle and high-income respectively. 

Private motorised modes constitute approximately 24.7% of the total split. 12.1 % of the 

population use lifts, 3% use busses, 30.2% use taxi, 0.9% cycle, 0.2% use motorcycles 

and the remaining 29.0% are pedestrians (Central Bureau of Statistics, Namibia-200l 

Report). 

MODELLING APPROACH 

The model consists of three steps: population estimation step, trip generation and lastly 

the modal split part. The population growth model consists of a model that was derived 

by fitting a series of trend lines to existing census data, to obtain an equation, which fits 

the data the best. This was achieved through forward and back-casting techniques, where 

estimated population figures were compared to the census data in 1981, 1985, 2001 and 

2005 respectively. The trend line that yielded the lowest error was chosen. 

Using the results of the correlation analysis, performed on available variables, a 

generalised equation for trip generation was derived and calibrated using 2005, base year 

data. The derived model is as follows: 

GTyear n= 9.8602x(V AHyear n)+7.9576x(LDHyearn)+O.11 07x(VOZyearn)+O.0191 ~x TGIyearn) 

Where: VAH = Aggregated Vehicle Access/Household 

LDH = Aggregated number of licensed drivers/household 

VOZ = Aggregated vehicle ownershiplzone 

HTGI = aggregated household trip generation rates by income category 
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Utilising the derived trip generation model, an estimate of trips for each year between 

2005 and 2014 was made. Using zone apportionment factors, the aggregated trips were 

apportioned to their respective zones, hence obtaining a summary of trips generated by 

each zone. 

The last step, modal split, the utilisation of generated trips from the trip generation step, 

using the derived modal split, obtained using existing base year modal split trends, trips 

were proportionally distributed by mode to determine the modal split trends for the 

required year. 

MODEL INPUTS (WHK) 

The model under discussion is a data hungry model in the sense that large amounts of 

data had to be collected. The following inputs were needed for the modelling process: 

• Household income/zones, 

• Vehicle accesslhousehold, 

• number of licensed driverslhousehold, 

• Vehicle ownershiplzone, 

• and Household trip generation rates by income category. 

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Namibia-2001 Report 

MODEL OUTPUTS (WHK) 

The following data outputs are obtainable from the model: total aggregated vehicle-trips, 

vehicle miles traveled (VMT), congestion computations, vehicle emissions, and the 

resultant transport modal split (both private and transit). 

MODEL SCALE (WHK) 

The developed model can be categorised as macro model, as it is concerned with the 

aggregated trip generation and the resultant modal split for Windhoek. The performed 

analysed are focused at city wide as opposed to zone levels. This makes the model output 

data relatively coarse, in the sense that certain mobility and socio-demographic trends are 

masked by the presence of more pronounced trends. 
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TRANSPORT MODES (WHK) 

The following transportation modes were analysed during the case study: car, lifts, bus, 

taxi, motor cycle, bicycle and pedestrians 

MODEL LIMIT A TIONS (WHK) 

The biggest problems faced, was the shortage of reliable and well-documented data that 

could be used to develop the model. Due to the problems faced during data gathering 

stages, this can have significant effects on the model's accuracy. The second limitation of 

Windhoek's model is that since not enough data was available to calibrate the model. 

Generally, to develop a reliable and accurate model, data banks stretching as far back as 

fifteen years are required. As a result, of the data shortages, errors contained in the 

collected data could propagate throughout the model thus magnifying the errors within 

the model. 

The last two domain limitations regarding the sketch-planning tool are concerned with 

the simplification of the classical four-step model and the specification of the scenario 

analyses. The simplification of the classical four-step model, by the omission of the trip 

distribution and assignment stages, meant that the developed, tool is unable to generated 

an origin destination pair, the step where trip origins are linked to their respective trip 

ends has been omitted. The last limitation of the developed model is that it is unable to 

incorporate the effects of infrastructural interventions on the resultant mobility patterns. 

Therefore, the tool cannot be used to assess such scenarios. 

3.3.1. MODEL COMPARISONS 

A comparative analysis of the presented models was carried, to determine the strengths 

and weakness of the identified models. From Table 9, it can be seen on of the greatest 

strengths that the presented models were that they were able to perform traffic modelling 

analyses on more than one level. The I-Move Case study and the Hiroshima's EMME2 

models are able to analyse both motorised and non-motorised transport, which is an 

important merit because the model recognises the importance of including all the 
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available modes of transport in the study area concerned. For this reason, it makes the 

modelling rationale complete, from a transport mode point of view. 

Table 9: Similarities and differences between Windhoek's mobility explorer models 
an d th t d t d' e presen e case s u les 

Case Study_ Similarities Differences 
• Analyses both motorised • Inability to operate on 

and non-motorised transport different modelling levels 
Windhoek Mobility Sketch • Model is a strategic model • Does not consider multi-

Planning Tool that operates on a macro modal trip making 
versus modelling level • Model does not have a trips 

the I-Move • Model follows the distribution and assignment 
conventional four step steps 
modelling approach 

• Model is a strategic model • Does not consider the effect 
Windhoek Mobility Sketch that operates on a macro of land use on the resultant 

Planning Tool modelling level mobility patterns 
versus • Model follows the • Model not able to asses both 

Sacramento's ME PLAN conventional four step regional and urban land use 
modelling approach policies and transit oriented 

developments 
• Analyses both motorised • Model does not have a trips 

Windhoek Mobility Sketch and non-motorised transport distribution and assignment 
Planning Tool • Model follows the steps 

versus conventional four step • Outputs from Windhoek's 
EMME2 (Urban Hiroshima) approach mobility explorer model is in 

tabular form, which is not 
necessarily easy to apply to 
other software packages 

A general disadvantage with all the models (see Table 8) was that they required large 

volumes of data to compile and calibrate thus necessitating a large data collection effort 

during the preliminary steps of the model compilation. 

In determining the similarities and differences between the Windhoek's mobility explorer 

and the presented case studies (see Table 9),cognisance was taken of the fact that in the 

three models, the conventional four step approach to modelling was utilised. 
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3.4. COMPILATION OF PRELIMINARY VARIABLES 

The proceeding section of the report (section 3.3.), is going to discuss the variable 

correlation analyses that were performed on the compiled data in order to determine the 

influence that each variable has on the overall trip generation potential. The variables 

used in the three case studies will be used as guide, to indicate the type and nature of 

variables that are used in the development of a mobility sketch-planning tool. From the 

case studies, it became evident that the common variables needed to develop a model are 

as follows: 

The variables identified from The I-Move, were as follows: Node and link attributes 

data, trip productions and attractions for each node, origin/destination trips/per zone, trip 

purposes and transfer time. 

The variables identified from Sacramento's MEPLAN, were as follows: household 

income/zones, employment and industry data, supply of zoned land, social accounting 

matrices, transportation mode utilisation, trips purpose, origin/destination matrix and 

building floor space data. 

The variables identified from EMME2 (A case study of urban Hiroshima), were as 

follows: Area and social and economic attributes, age/sex population structure, 

employment status, travel demand matrices by mode and activity. 

Depending on data availability, variables similar to those presented case studies in 

combination with the data obtained from the Central Bureau of Statistics, were used to 

compile a preliminary list of variables, which will be correlated against each other to 

determine the relative strengths and nature of the relationships that exist between them. 

The compiled list of preliminary variables, to undergo the Pearson correlation analysis, in 

section 3.3, was as follows: 

• Number of licensed drivers per household, 

• Vehicle ownershiplhousehold income, 
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• Vehicle ownership/zone, 

• Employment status by sub-region, 

• and Household trip generation rates by income category. 

3.5. PEARSON CORRELATION 

3.S.1. PEARSON VARIABLE CORRELATION 

To determine, the variables needed for the development of the model, as far as trip 

generation and modal split modelling is concerned, a correlation analysis had to be 

performed. The analysis is able to identify the important variables for the compilation of 

the model, hence eliminate the redundant variables. The method used to achieve this is 

called the Pearson Correlation method. To determine whether a certain variable need to 

be included in the model or not, a correlation coefficient (r) variable is used (see figure 

4a). The coefficient measures the existing relationship between two variables, as well as 

the strength of the relationship, between them (Key, 1997). 

Pearson Product ~Ioment .co.rrelation 

S<JUTC~: Key. 199' 

Where: 

X. Independent Variable 

Y: Dependem Variable 

1:-. Correlarion Coej}iciem 

Pearson product-moment correlation formula 

Source: Key, ( 1997) 

Using the presented case studies and available census data, a preliminary list of variables 

was compiled and correlation analyses performed. The preliminary list, consisted of the 

following variables: accessibility to a motorised mode of transport, vehicle ownership per 

household, licensed driverslhousehold, vehicle ownershiplincome, vehicle 

ownershiplzone, income category, employment status (by sub-region), household trip 
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generation rate/income group, departure times by trip purpose and transport mode 

utilisation levels. 

The compilation of the above-mentioned list was carried out in consultation with the 

presented case studies. Since the presented studies offered a wide range of modelling 

techniques and approaches which were similar to those used in developing sketch 

planning tool under discussion. 

The second reason was due to the fact not all the required variables were available during 

the model compilation and calibration steps. Therefore, the only option left was to utilise 

the available data, which in some cases lacked important information. As a result of the 

above action, important variables that could have potentially improved the model's 

accuracy could have been omitted. These omissions however, should not affect the 

model's accuracy in any way, as these omissions will be accounted for by the high 

calibration factors (k) that will stem out during the model calibration step. 
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3.5.2. CORRELATION ASSESSMENT 

To ensure that a consistent method of assessing the correlation was consistent, a Pearson 

correlation assessment scale needed to be used. Tale 10 shows an extract of such as scale, 

which describes the nature and the strength of the relationship between any variables. 

Table 10: Pearson correlation coefficient assessment scale (Key, 1997) 

CORRELA TION RESULT 

COEFFICIENT (r) 

If: r = +1.0 Relationship is positive and strong. 

If: r = -1.0 Relationship between X and Y is negative and strong. 

If: 0 ::; r ::; +0.5 Relationship between X and Y is positive and weak. 

If: -0.5 ::; r ::; 0: Relationship between X and Y is negative and weak. 

If: 0.75 ::; r::; + 1.0, Relationship between X and Y is positive/fairly strong. 

If: 0.75 2' r 2' -1.0: Relationship between X and Y is negative/fairly strong. 

If: r = 0 or close to zero Relationship between variables X and Y is very weak 

3.5.3. PEARSON CORRELATION RESULTS 

The correlation analyses yielded the results presented Table 11. The overall correlation 

analysis yielded interesting, yet surprising results. 

Table 11: Results of the Pearson Correlation analysis 

Variable Title Variables Coefficient (r) Remark 

Number of licensed drivers X I: Licensed dri vers/House rXYI = -0.825 Strong and negative 
per household Y I: No. of Households 
Vehicle ownership/ XI: Vehicle ownership rXYI = +0.970 Very strong and negative 
household income Y I: Household Income 
Vehicle ownershiplzone XI: Zone Number rxyl =-0.748 Correlation inconclusive. 

YI: No. Households rxy2 = -0.619 (More data required) 
Y2: Vehicle/Household rxyJ = -0.654 
YJ: Licensed 

drivers/household 
Employment status by sub- XI: Zone Number rxyl =0.011 Weak and Positive 
region Y I: Employed pers./house rxy2=O.274 

Y2: Employed pers. /house 
Household trip generation XI: Income Category rxyl = 0.494 Average and Positive 
rates by income category Y I: Avg. trips, Y2: Work rxy2 = 0.555 

Trips, YJ: School trips rxy3 = 0.480 
Y4 : Servo Pass. Trips rxv4 =0.550 
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The proceeding sections will discuss each of the correlated variables in turn, and 

depending on the obtained correlation coefficients, a decision was made whether to 

include or to eliminate variable from the model. 

From Table 11, it can be seen that the results of the correlation of the correlated variables 

in turn, and depending on the established relationship between variables, a decision was 

made whether to include or to eliminate variable from the model. 

3.5.4. CORRELATION RESULTS DISCUSSION 

LICENSED DRIVERSIHOUSEHOLD 

The licensed driver per household as a variable is important because, by law, all citizens 

wishing to operate a motorised motor vehicle must be in possession of a valid driver's 

license. The former policy plays a significant role in deterring or encouraging people to 

acquire a driver's licenses. 

When a correlation analysis was performed on the above-mentioned variable, the analysis 

yielded a correlation coefficient (r) of -0.825. This coefficient, suggests that as the 

number of licensed drivers in a household increase, the number of corresponding 

households decreases. The obtained relationship could be explained by the fact that as 

household income levels increase, so does the tendency for the household concerned to 

have more than one eligible driver. 

The above finding could also be interpreted as follows; that as a household's income 

increases, there is a greater tendency for the household to have more than one eligible 

driver. This finding can be debated and is applicable to middle and high-income 

households respectively. The lower-income households on the other hand, who in most 

cannot afford a motorcar, having more than one eligible driver, cause any additional 

drivers to be redundant. 
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ZONE VEHICLE OWNERSHIPS 

The correlation analysis yielded a correlation coefficient of +0.970. The obtained result 

indicates that the relationship between zone and vehicle ownership is strong and positive. 

The result confirms the fact that residence location, which in turn is related to personal or 

household income levels, plays a role in influencing household vehicle ownerships. 

In addition to the above, additional information was gathered in order to validate the 

above-mentioned findings (vehicle ownership by zone). When information regarding the 

spatial distribution of motorised modes of transport was analysed, it confirmed that 

residence location does playa role in influencing household vehicle ownership rates and 

to some extent the financial status of the households residing in the area concerned. 

ZONE VEHICLE OWNERSHIPS 

The correlation analysis results, suggested that as the zone number (a number assigned to 

each zone depending on its relative distance from the Central Business District (CBD) 

increases, the likelihood of a household owning a motorised mode of transport decreases. 

The obtained correlation coefficients for the three variables Y], Yz and Y3 were -0.748, 

-0.619 and -0.654 respectively (see Table 11). The nature of the relationship is fairly 

strong; therefore the subsequent inclusion of this variable might be necessary. 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS BY SUB-REGION 

When employment status by sub-region was correlated against the zone number, 

correlation coefficients +0.011 and +0.274 were obtained. The results suggest there is a 

relatively weak relationship between the correlated variables. From the obtained 

correlation coefficients one can deduce that as the zone number increases, then the 

number of employed persons per household decreases. 

HOUSEHOLD TRIP GENERATION RA TESIINCOME 

The trips generation rate versus household income correlation analysis was performed for 

four different trip purposes, which were as follows: average trips (Y]), work trips (Y2), 

school trips (Y 3) and serving-passenger trips (Y 4). The resultant correlation coefficients 
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indicated that there is a strong relationship between the correlated variables. The obtained 

correlation coefficients rl, r2, r3 and r4, were +0.494, +0.555, +0.480 and +0.550 

respectively (see Table 11). From the obtained coefficients, it can be deduced that the 

nature of the relationship between variables and household income is positive and of 

average strength. 

3.6. VARIABLE SELECTION PROCESS 

From the correlation analysis findings, it was possible to eliminate the redundant 

variables and hence selected variables that will be used in the estimation of the trip 

generation. The chosen variables (see Table 12), were chosen depending on the strength 

of the correlation coefficient obtained. 

To ensure that the selection criterion was applied consistently throughout the variable 

selection process, it was decided to eliminate all variables that yielded correlation 

coefficients (r) of less than 0.4 (positive or negative). 

Table 12: Variables to be utilized in the mobility exploratory tool 

V ARIABLE TITLE VARIABLES 

Vehicle Access/Household XI: Vehicles/household, Y I: Vehicle, Y2: Number of persons 
Number of licensed XI: Licensed drivers/ household, Y I: Number of Households 
driverslhousehold 
Vehicle ownership/zone XI: Zone Number, Y I: Number of Households, 

Y 2: Number of households owning a vehicle 
Y 3: Number of licensed driverslhousehold 

Household trip generation rates by XI: Income Category, Y I: Average number of trips, Y2: Average number 
income category of works trips, Y 3: Average number of school trips, Y4: Average number 

serving passengers 

In applying the criterion, two variables were eliminated from the model as their relative 

influence on trip generation, was considered to be small and hence negligible in 

comparison to the variables shown in Table 12. The eliminated variables were as follows: 

"Employment status by sub-region" and" Utilisation of existing transport modes." The 

correlated variables, yielded correlation coefficients (r), lower than the specified value of 

0.4 (absolute). 
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In addition to the above, two additional variables were eliminated because when 

correlated against the other variables, in Table 11, the obtained correlation coefficients 

were very high. The obtained result suggests that the correlated variables are in essence 

the same variable, but represented in a different form. The inclusion of both variables into 

the trip generation model would be double counting and therefore, the elimination of one 

of the variables is necessary. 

3.7. TRIP GENERATION MODEL: THE DERIVATION 

The trip generation was derived utilizing the chosen variables from section 3.6. Since the 

collected data did not contain information regarding the trip generation rates for the 

different zones (see Table 11), it was necessary to derive a means of incorporating the 

available income data into the trip generation model. This was achieved by calculating 

the number of households that could be categorised as low, middle, and high-income 

households respectively. Having known the trip generation rates for the different income 

groups it was possible to estimate the aggregated person trips generated by each income 

category for a specific analysis year. 

Each variable contained in the model expression, contributes in some way to the 

generated person-trips, therefore a theoretical equation combining all the variables was 

used to estimate the aggregated person-trips generated in each year. Therefore the model 

derived model is a generalised equation that estimates the aggregated person-trip making 

for the city as a whole. It needs to be born in mind, that the derived generalized does not 

100% accurately represent the zonal trip generating capacities of each zone individually; 

therefore an error always needs to be accepted when developing a prediction model of 

this nature. 
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The derived trip generation model is of the form shown below: 

Where: VAH = Aggregated Vehicle Access/Household 

LDH = Aggregated number of licensed driverslhousehold 

VOZ = Aggregated vehicle ownershiplzone 

HTGI = aggregated household trip generation rates by income category 

And k" k2' k3 and ~ are calibration factors for terms VAH, LDH, VOZ and HTGI 

T bl 13 T· d· ·b . b a e np Istn utlOn ratIos, )ytr~~ose 
TRIP PURPOSE RATIO 

Average number of trips 0.542 

A verage number of tri ps to work 0.238 

A verage number of trips to school 0.153 

A verage number of serving passengers 0.066 

From the equation, it was possible to estimate the total person-trips generated from 2005 

to 2014. The distribution of these trips by trip purpose was carried out utilizing the 

distribution factors indicating in Table 13. The table indicates the ratios of zonal person

trip making by purpose versus the aggregated total person for all trip purposes. Utilizing 

the ratios it became possible to determine the aggregated person-trip for all the zones, as 

well by each individual zone. 

3.7.1. CALIBRATION OF THE TRIP GENERATION MODEL 

To ensure that the generated model yields results are consistent with the observed trends 

during the base year (in 2005), a model calibration needed to be carried out. Initially, the 

values of k], k2' k3 and ~ were not known and thus had to be determined. The first step involved 

the determination if the four unknowns. This was achieved by determining the percentage of trips 

that each term in the equation contributed to the total trip generation. The obtained percentage 

was then used to assess the relative impact or "weight" that each term had on the overall trip 

generation. 

The second step was to assign arbitrary values for k], k2, k3 and ~ respectively. The 

preliminary values of k], k2, k3 and ~ were determined by first calculating the relative 
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weights that each tenn contributed to the total trip generation (expressed as a percentage). 

The third step, involved the calculation of aggregated person trips generated in 200 I, 

using the available data. This was achieved by first detennining the number of 

households residing in each zone then using the trip generation. 

Using the appropriate household trip generation rate (by income), an estimate of the trips 

generated by a specific income group residing in a specific zone could be detennined. 

These trips were at a later stage summed to yield the aggregated trip generating potential 

of the town's population as a whole. Having detennined the generated in 2001, using 

1.52% (annual natural growth) and 3.75% (annual rate of urbanisation), it was possible to 

update the generated trips to the required base year in 2005. 

Using the calculated values of k 1, k2, k3 and ~, they were increased or decreased incrementally 

(by equal amounts) the model generated trips, matched the trips generation data obtained during 

the base year (2005). 

GTyear n= 9.8602x(V AHyearn)+7.9576x(LDHyearn)+0.11 07x(VOZyear n)+0.0191 ~x TGIyearn) 

Where: VAH = Aggregated Vehicle Access/Household 

LDH = Aggregated number of licensed drivers/household 

VOZ = Aggregated vehicle ownership/zone 

HTGI = aggregated household trip generation rates by income category 

The iteration process yielded the above expression, which was going to form the basis of the trip 

generation model. Once the values of k 1, k2, k3 and ~ were calculated, the obtained trip 

generation model was compared to the 2005 base year data in order to detennine the error 

between the model and the observed 2005 base year data. 

From Table 14, it can be observed that the derived model correlates closely with the 

projected data observed during the base year in 2005. The data also appears to suggest 

that as the analysis is period increases the percentage error also increases (see Table 14). 

In 2005, the percentage error between the projected base data and the mode was almost 
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zero (-0.01 %), by 2008, the error increased to -6.97%. Over the next six years, the 

percentage error between the two data sets increased to -21.2%. 

T bl 14 T . a e np generation ca 1 ration resu ts 
PROJECTED MODEL 

PERSON TRIP ESTIMATE 
YEARS DATA (PERS.-TRIPS) ERROR(%) 

2005 458118 458175 -0.01 
2006 483589 472534 -2.29 
2007 510476 486893 -4.62 
2008 538859 501253 -6.98 
2009 568820 515612 -9.35 
2010 600446 529973 -11.74 
2011 633831 544330 -14.12 
2012 669072 558690 -16.50 
2013 706272 573049 -18.86 

2014 745541 587408 -21.21 

The progressively increasing percentage error, is consistent with findings by Atkins 

(1986), which suggested that, as the modelling analysis period is increased, the generated 

results become progressively more inaccurate and unreliable (Atkins, 1986). 

3.8. MODAL SPLIT MODEL: THE DERIVATION 

The modal split model was derived by using the base year data collected by the National 

Planning Commission 2001 Census (see Table 15). In the initial data collection steps, 

seven transport modes were identified. The chosen categorization was also used in the 

assessment of the zonal and the aggregated city-wide modal split. Of the seven identified 

transport modes, four are motorised (car, lift, bus and taxi) and the last three are non

motorised (bicycle and walking). The collected data also included as small proportion of 

trips that could not be categorized, therefore these trips were categorized as being made 

by an unknown mode. However, these trips constitute such a small percentage, that they 

will be ignored. 
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Table 15: Modal split data, by zone for Windhoek. 
Zone 
Name Car Lift Bus Taxi Bicycle Motorcycle Walk Unknown 

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

1 10.4 9.3 5.5 24.7 0.8 00 49.3 0.0 
2 1.7 10.3 7.2 31.3 0.0 0.0 49.1 0.3 
3 14.9 7.4 6.2 40.4 0.6 0.1 30.2 0.1 
4 36.7 6.0 1.7 39.3 0.4 0.1 15.2 0.5 
5 67.7 4.5 1.9 16.4 0.5 1.6 6.6 0.8 
6 65.7 6.0 1.6 14 0.5 0.5 10.7 1.0 
7 0.0 0.0 7.7 7.7 7.7 0.0 76.9 0.0 
8 59.3 5.8 1.2 22.1 1.2 0.0 10.5 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.9 0.0 0.0 11.1 0.0 
10 6.3 0.0 0.0 18.8 0.0 0.0 75.0 0.0 
11 0.0 33.3 0.0 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
12 31.3 0.0 6.3 18.8 0.0 0.0 43.8 0.0 
13 16.7 77.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 
14 34.9 8.9 2.6 33.3 0.5 0.5 19.3 0.0 

Source: NatIOnal Planmng CommIssIOn 1995 Census Data 

Table 15, could be re-written in matrix form as indicating in Figure 5. The matrix form 

offers many advantages in the sense that it allows the data to be easily updated and 

managed. By making use of the trip generation matrix, generated in the trip generation 

step, trips can be distributed to their respective zones and by the mode concerned. Small 

changes can be expected in the categorized by mode and produced data in Table 15. It 

was possible to derive a modal split matrix to enable the model to calculate the resultant 

modal split given the total trips generated by each zone. 

PT""nel 

PT",,~2 

PTzone 3 10.4 9.3 55 24.7 0.8 0 49.3 

PTzone 4 1.7 103 7.2 31.3 0 0 49.1 r--
149 7.4 62 40.4 0.6 01 30.2 Xl 

PT""neS 36.7 6 1 7 39.3 0.4 0.1 15.2 

PT:wne6 67.7 4.5 19 16.4 0.5 1.6 6.6 X2 

65.7 6 16 14 0.5 05 10.7 X3 
PT2Dne 7 - 0 0 7.7 7.7 7.7 0 769 -
PTzone 8 

59.3 5.8 1.2 221 1.2 0 105 ~ 
0 0 0 88.9 0 0 111 Xs 

PTzone9 63 0 0 18.8 0 0 75 

PT""nelO 
0 33.3 0 66.7 0 0 0 ~ 

31.3 0 63 188 0 0 438 X7 
PT20ne 11 16.7 778 0 0 0 0 0 

34.9 8.9 26 33.3 0.5 0.5 19.3 
~ 

PT""neI2 

PT""neI3 

PT:ml1.e 14 \Yhtre: x:: car: X:: hfi: X:.:: bu~r. ~ taXl: X~: bicycle:~. motorcycle 2nd X· walk 

Figure 5: Modal split model, presented in matrix form for Windhoek 
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It was mentioned in the preceding sections of the report, that the modal split model is 

based on existing data that was collected by the Central Bureau of Statistics in 2001. 

Given the former, there is no need to calibrate the model since it already correlates with 

the observed trends. For analyses purposes, the modal split module will need to be 

updated to incorporate the mode switching that is anticipated for the upper and lower 

bound cases (see section 5.3.). 
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4. WINDHOEK: THE CASE STUDY 

4.1. EXISTING MOBILITY TRENDS IN WINllHOEK 

4.1.1. ACCESS TO MOTORISF.D TRANSPORT MODES 

Acc~ ss t\) a m(lt\lIi,~d mod~ of (rom,port i~ an indicator thaI can be med to mdicale the 

leyel of accessibility that a hoo",hold ha, to a motori>ed mode of transport hence ease of 

mobility. A household with a high levels of "",ce.' s to motori,ell mOlk !ramponalion, 

(car, taxi or 00,), will generally be bener off. in terms of mobility , in compari,on to a 

household "jlh low l~ vel, of ace'e.,.,. Hig:h d~gree_, of acce"ibllit y to mOlOrised transpOlt 

mode~ will enable a hOllsdl<.lld to move ahout wlIn ldalive ~"-,~ (bu, increasing [he 

p',lenlial trip making frcqocncies . A I><.lusehold wilh low le,-eb acce,"ihility to motorised 

mode~ of transport will generally generate j;,wer trip" 

Figun; 6; H<.lusehold access to motoriscd modes 
of tramport in Windhock 

5olU"c.: Cemml 8"" "M of Slt>Iislic<. Nu,nlbk>. 2001 k,,,,m' 

in Windhoek. there are a 

,;gnificant number of 

h\>useholds whose access to 

moton",d transport modes IS 

!X)Of. 'These families Hre able to 

,urv;ve in motorised wor ld by 

making use of either the 

public transport 

sy~lem or family members Ihat 

own can;, from Figure 6, it can t.., ob,erved that mOre than 41 % of Windhoek ' s 

population do not have access to a motO£ ,'ehicle. The fo!ltll'r re~ult lead., to the 

conclu,ion that more tlIan majority of Windhoek', re.,ideo!, have no acce.,., to a 

motorhed mode of lrall~port. The remaimnJ< }{)';t . 17%. 5%. and 3% of the town' s 

households have acces~ to one. two, three and four mOlOfised IlI(KkI of transport 
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respectively. Ilou<eh'>ld< with tW() ()r nlC)re vehicle, can be eategori,ed as falling intu the 

more amuent incolTM.' group. which make 25% uf tutal household" An additional trend 

identificd fWIlIthe chart is, that as numbe r ()f "ehide a.:;c e"ihility increa<e<, the number 

()f cOITe'p,mding huu,chold IlUlltbcr, decreases , The J~11l"e ()f the rei ationshi I' cannot he 

determ ined at thi, ,tep 

4.1.2. VEHICLE OWNERSIDP 

Vehicle owner<hip is an indicator uf the numocr of cur, available tu a ,pccifle ,;eclOr of 

the population. If the hC>lJ.,e h,>ld vehicle ownership rates and the populatiun' fur each 

WIlC arc known. then it i< p'}'\<ib l ~ estimate the potential traffic volume, generaled by a 

f"Jp ulation gruup, 

FigUl'e 7: VchlCle ow",,'shlps in WindhocJ.. 
SOUTU: Central Bureau of S,ari.!trc.!, Nal/Jibia_1OOI Rep()n 

In Windhod.. the vchiclc 

mv"""hip data co ll ected 

during the traUI<: survey 

indicated lhat approximately 

53% Windhoel', huuseholds 

d() nm mvn a mot,)!, vehic le 

(»ee Figure 7). Th is is a typical 

t'end uf a deve loping cuuntry, 

where motor vehicle 

owne"hip rates are Imv. Ille llumher of household< owning une or two vehic les ]X' 

hou<eh()ld make< up 26% and II Ck respectively. The mo", atfluent sector of the 

population, which own !lime than lWO vehicle" conslitute, the remaining 3%, 2%, and 

5%, lllc number of vebielcs uwncd by lhe remaining 5% of the Jl'lp ulaliun i, unirnuwn, 
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4.1.3. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF m'VNED VEHICLES 

Fil\ure 8. indicates the ~patial distribution of vehicks in Windhoek. The map indicates 

that the hil\he>t concentration of vehides i, near the "ily n'Tltre. Movinl\ away from the 

city cen~ to the luburbl e_ll_ Aua8blick, Hochland Park, Pioniersparl, A,'ademia. 

Hoc'hland Park. Kleine KuP/"'. and Klein Windhoek v~hicular concentration8 uecreaf,e 

I'dpidly_ The low~r income area,_ slLch a, Havana. Okuryangava. and Habhana. are 

situated on the frinl;le~ of the city. In tkse area~. motorl8~d veh ;cl~ conc~ntralion, ar~ 

low. Vehicle concentralion8 are low because the vehicle ()wner>hip on a househ()ld I~vd 

is directly linkcd to the corresponding hou~ehold income. 

.. -.---... 
0._.--

Fig:ure 8: Map indicating- the ,patial distriblLtion of vehicles in Windhoek_ 
So"",~: Cenlroi BUTeau ViSlaI;";"', Nalmbia, 2001 R.""rt 

In these areas. residents are genemlly so poor that they are unable 10 afford 10 own a 

vehicle. The prosp",'t of payinJ< a month·, wonh of taxi fare ", get hum home 10 work is 
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also too expensive for many people. In most of these households, the predominant mode 

of transport is walking, often supplemented by a lift or other forms of transit. The average 

number of vehicles accessible to a household varies from as little as 0.04 to 0.13. 

Areas, such as Katutura and Khomasdal, (the better off areas) have a vehicle ownership 

rate of 0.41 vehicles per household. The higher income areas are located on the southern 

and southeastern side of the city. These include Auasblick, Hochland Park, Pionierspark, 

Academia, Dorado Park, Hochland Park, Kleine Kuppe and Klein Windhoek. They have 

aggregated vehicle ownership ranging from l.25 to l.75 vehicles per household. The 

vehicle ownership rates in these areas are on average three to four times higher than the 

lower income areas of Windhoek. Vehicle ownership rates for all the zones in Windhoek 

have been summarised in Table 16. From the table, it is possible to conclude that 

households with high vehicle ownerships also have a higher number of registered drivers 

in their households. 

T bl 16 S . I d' 'b a e Ipatla Istn U IOn 0 f h' I ve IC e owners h' . W' dh k 2001 D t Ip III III oe , aa 
NO. 

NO.OF NO.OFHH LICENSED 
SAMPLE %OF PROP. OF OWNED DRIVERS/ 

ZONE NAME SHH HH VEHICLES VEHICLES HH 
Havana and Okuryangava 162 6.6 l.3 0.13 0.24 

Havana and Okuryangava 144 5.8 0.37 0.04 0.16 
Katutura, Khomasdal, Wanaheda 
and Goreangab 1184 47.9 29.51 0.41 0.65 

Rocky Crest and Cimbebasia 396 16 18.89 0.89 1.16 
Dorado Park, Hochland Park, 
Kleine Kuppe, Klein Windhoek 128 5.2 12.72 l.67 2.01 
Windhoek, Klein Windhoek, 
Olympia, Auasblick, Hochland 
Park, Pionierspark and Academia 287 1l.6 28.64 1.75 2.01 
Okuryangava, Hakahana and 
Otjomuise 7 0.3 0 0 0.14 
Windhoek, next to CENTRAL 
BUSINESS DISTRICT 51 2.1 3.95 1.25 2.31 

University of Namibia 9 0.4 Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Windhoek West 11 0.4 0.06 0.25 Unknown 

Ramatex 1 0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 

Sports Fields 4 0.2 0.37 1.5 1.25 

Brakwater lO 0.4 0.25 1.33 4 

Unknown 79 3.2 3.95 0.91 1.12 
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Namibia, 2001 Report 
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4,1.4. LlCENSED DRIVERS 

In Windhoek, the nurn~r of vehicle, own~d hy household is g~l\Crally hi~cr lhan Ihe 

number of eligible drivers. The former is. howev~'. onl~ true among the affluent 

households. From the Figure 9. it can be ob,erved lhat 32% of hou,eholds in Windhoek 

do not h~"e Ii~en~~d driv~r. 

Figure 9: Relat ive P<'rcelltages of lic~n,ed 
driver.,/lwu<ehold ill Windhoek 

So",,,,: Centrol B"r",," of S,a';lIicl, Namib;'" loo} R",,,,, 

4.1.5. HOUSEHOLD INCOME 

Twent~ two percent (22%). 

16<;f, 4% and 1% have one, 

(wo. tltr,", and four li.xnsed 

driven; per household 

respeC\1vely. The remaining 

25% of households, their 

driver's licem.e status '" 

"nknown, 

Household income is anolher variable lhat afk"ls personal and household mohilit~ 

patterns. In Windhoek', case 'lud~. lh" err""t of hou,ehold income" ex!"'cled 10 he 

more pronounce<.i because of the high hou:.ehold mcome dl'paritles thaI oc"ur withm the 

existing population, Sin"e vehide. ownerships arc 10 some extenl direclly proportional 10 

hou<ehold incom.., the probability of a household owning a motorised mo,k of lnln,port 

,hould inc,e3'" a" well. Therefore, by analy,ing hou,eoold ellpendilure, on Iran'pon and 

expressed as a percentage of the household's Iotal income. it is possible to asse,s 

households and hence categorISe households into !hen re'pecove in"ome "ategories, 

Tahle 17. indicale, the hou,ehold income calegorie, for Windhoek. Analyzing lh" 

t1gures, it "an be ob,erved that the income per hoosehold varies from as linle as NSl.OO

N$6.000 (low-income) to N$360.000 per annum, 
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T bl 17 V h' I h' b h a e e IC e owners Ip )Y h ld' ouse 0 Income 
No. of 

HH with No. of % ofHH Nr. of Mean No. 
Annual Income per No. of no HH with owning a veh. per of 
Household (N$) HH vehicle a vehicle vehicle group Veh.IHH 
Unknown 56 23 26 53.1 50 1.02 
No income 120 93 10 9.7 17 0.17 
N$1 - N$6,000 378 304 52 14.6 65 0.18 

N$6,001 - N$18,000 519 380 118 23.7 195 0.39 

N$18,001 - N$42,000 506 292 194 39.9 250 0.51 

N$42,001 - NS72,OOO 337 126 191 60.3 266 0.84 

N$72,OOI - NS132,000 320 68 236 77.6 359 1.18 
N$132,001 - N$360,000 186 22 160 87.9 312 1.71 

N$360,001 or more 51 2 49 96.1 106 2.08 
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Namibia-2001 Report 

Of the households earning less than N$6000.00 per/annum, only 21.6% of households 

own a motor vehicle. The middle-income group (N$18,001 to N$132,000), depending on 

the income category under consideration, vehicle ownership vary from 26.1 % to 60.3%. 

The income categories, ranging from N$132,000 to N$360,001 and more, almost all the 

interviewed households own the vehicle. The stated observations confirm that household 

income does play an important role in affecting household vehicle ownerships. In 

addition to the above-mentioned analyses, a regression analysis was performed on the 

data in Table 17 to determine the nature of the relationship between household income 

and motor vehicle ownerships. The findings of the analysis suggest that as household 

income increases, then so does the likelihood of a household owning a motorcar. 

4.1.6. EMPLOYMENT STATUS BY SUB-REGION 

The highest employment levels in Windhoek are in areas with high household incomes, 

which are namely zones three, four and five (see Figure 10). When employment levels 

across all the zones are compared, it was found that they range from as low as 33%, in 

Okuryangava (an informal settlement) to a high of 86%, in the inner city areas. 
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4.1.7. WORK STATUS 

T~ work ,tat", of a zone; provide a u,dul insight into hou,ehold ~mployment levels in 

the zone C(1n~em~d. Beanng m mind tJu,t not all mem~rs of a household contribute 

rmancially to the overall income of the hou~hold C'>llCern..d. Therefm~. an a"e"ment 

n~d, to be conducted in order to determiTll' hnu...,hnld dependencie, that might exist and 

hen"" comp"'" a houschold'~ dl'P'><ahle inc()m~ that can he used for U"lInsport. In onkr 

to compute th~ p"rcemag~ of ho,,-.chold·~ income thal is 'rem on transpnn involves Ih~ 

con,idemtion of numerOUS. factOJ."S. 

For the purpose of thi' case 'Iudy, work 'Iat"s wa, considered in order to predict trip 

genL'Tation. From Fij':urc 12. it can ~ oh,en'ed that, of t1t~ ho",eh,>Id interviewed in 

2001. 18% were found to he out ofworl<. 

Figure 12: Employment sIan" hy suh region in 
Windhoek 

.~OJlrc~: C. ntrollJu"a. of Sti11iJt;c .•. /ia/IJihia_1OOI [('fum 

Another 33% of household 

members were enher >ludents 

or le:JfIlers (..ce Figure llJ. The 

employment ,tatus 0' ,"0 

m naining 1 2_~% 0' ,h, 
interviewed households " 
"nknown. 
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4,1,8, POPULATION DEMOGRAPHICS 

Population demographics f<llTIl' an integral pan of the mobility analysis. In Windh<x~'s 

CaSe ~tudy. both male and female population pyrami(h were analysed and their respective 

male/female ratios determined. The calculated ratios provided a u,dul way of 

representing the one variable in terms of the other. From the analysis, ]( was ohserved that 

Windh"e!c ha. considerahly mOCC females in comparison to the males. The appro~imate 

male/female ratio for the economically productive gump is (18 to 44 yean;) is 0.85. 

Figure 13: Female age pyramid in Windh""k 
;WUIW: C~ntroJ /JU"'QU of Slalj, ti", . N~mjbj~-2001 R~olKt 

The arn>ve-mentioned !fends 

lead to the deduction that for 

every male lhere arc 1.17 

women. The 45 to 59 age 

gmup indical<~ different trends 

to those exhibited in the 18 to 

44,age category. In the above, 

m..:nlion age category. for 

every female there are 1.29 

male,. 

The elderly age groups (namely 60-64 and the 65+ age b'TOUPS), alw have high ratios in 

favour of females. fhe calculated male to female ratio for the two age categories was 

0.93. 

Fmm Figure' 13 and 14. 1I can he observed that Windhoc!c h~s a relalively young 

population. The majority ofWindhuek.'s populaLion fall~ into the working gump. which is 

the 18 to 59 yean; age group. The y<lUtb alone. make up a comhined 36.!!% (Categorie_; 

0-6; 7-12 and 13-17 year_) of the tmal population. The working cluster_ages 18 to 59 

years. constitutes 50.8% of the total male population 
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Figure 14: Male age p~n'mid in Wjn<lhoek 
.\auru: C~/JI"'I BMC(!t1M <)f Sialistics. N(lmibi~-2001 R~p<"-I 

4.1.9. TRIP SUMMARIES BY ZONE 

In summary. from Figures 13 

and 14. it can be deduced that 

the popuiati<>ll p)-ramid, fm the 

males and female, look ,imilar. 

The existing. ditkrclKes can be 

foond in the elderly groups. 

namt'i y age 60-64 and 65+ y~ar 

categorie.', where the female, 

oo\Ilumocr 1he males. 

The trips geMratc<.\l>y each "one in In.. >Iud)' area Iwre analysed and the most signifICant 

trend. recorrlcd 

r", .. " .... "to" by,"", ;, W,. •• ,. k, ... , D .. , 

Figure 15: Trip, generated I>y 7.00e in Wimlhoek 
SVM'U: ('mlrul IIU','"" "ISlali"',-" N"'lJil!i,,_2(~!I J{'J'f'rt 

~wm Figure 15. it ~an be 

oh<erved that. 

con'idering. the overall trip' 

genemted by !he popula1ion 

concemed. the majorily of lhe 

geuemlcd (4Ylll l 

originate f",m zOne three 

(KalUlUra, Khoma"bl, 

W anaheda _md Goreangabj. 

in companson. lone~ one. two. fIVe. and ,"x only generated 411. JlN. ~37, and 15~() trip<. 

respectiwly. The hi~.h trip ~eneraliou frequencies found," mne three. could he attribUled 

l<> the high population den,iti~s found in that zone. The middl~ to hi~h·,"eome area •. 

namely Domdo Park. Hl-.:hbnd Park. Kleine Kuppe and Klein Windhoek only j(enerale 

1,I'k "f IOtaI trip~ recorded, Other lones, such as the Umve,,;iy of NamibIa, Ramalex 
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ant! Span, Fields gcno.:rale few trip' in comparison 10 LO"" three. The" aggregated tolal 

accounts for Ie" Ihan I % of Ih~ generated trips. 

From the ob,ervedlrend,. il i, po:;:; ible to COrIClude that low-income awns in Windhock 

ge""rate significant ly more trips [hal Ihe middle or high-irICo""" area,. 'I1m high trip 

frcqueocie, found in so"..., of the area, ~an be attribut.:U to high dwelli ng densities and 

the respective hOllsehold siLe l found in the,e, area.,. Another rca,,,,, why low jncom~ 

honseholtl, have higher trip fr~quene ie, i, due to [he facl lhal they tlo not own or have 

readi ly have acce" 10 a motori""d mod~ of tran'p')rt. A, a re,ul t, the re'peelive 

households are unable to combioc lheir trips heno.:~ mini mi,ing the trip frequen~ie ,. 

Con,equently. ll'" number of trip, required to carry oul ~enain 'lClivilies. remains high. 

4.1.10. HOUSEIlOLn TRIP GENERATION RATES 

I 
i , 

I-lgur~ 16: T rip ge neralion rates by income in WJT"..t!J.:x,k 
8"UFU.· C<nll"'/ /I,,,,,," aJ .~ra'("i<" .' . .'Ia,nin!a·2001 }{' f"'" 

General observations sugge'l 

thai the data trend, w llec led hy 

t t.;, C~ntral Bureau of Stali,tics 

for generation rales are directly 

deJl"ndenl hou>chold 

lOCt""" From Figure 17, 

pnwide Ihe "",nd, that suggest 

thai there e~ i'l' a reiaiionshJp 

bclwe~n 

hon,ehold income and trip g,""era( ion rate. From the figure. il can be COrIC ll.IOkd Ihal 

moving across (I", income cal ~gnrics trom high 10 low income hOIlS.eilOld:;, the associaled 

trips g~n~ra(ion raws (for avcrag~ trips) decrease. Among high earning hou,ehold:; the 

av~rag~ (rips gerICrale rate wa:; 2.9 trips per household. 
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Figure 17, Trip gen~'"tion model:; for WinJhud:, 
SOU"" ('m'mi I)"mll' of Sw""in , N"mihi,,-~Wi /lel''''' 

Tho.; middk and lower incom~ 

households for the same trip 

purpose had a trip gel1~ra(10l1 

rates of 2.4 (middle ,ncome) and 

finally and 1,9 tripslhousehold 

(low·incom~J re;;pcctivc1y, Thr~~ 

lrend lin~s w~r~ fiu~d to tho.; 

observed data to determi n ~ the 

relationship b¢(ween household 

inwme and 

trip generation mte. The equations produced ilre cubic models ~nd are p,""sented b~l ow' 

The ol>Iai n~d theoretical npress ions (see I'i glLr~ I 7) obtained me as foli(}wse 

TOR, = -0,[3 X 1,'+ L2.l X 1,'- 4.{)4 X I, + 5,35 __ 
TOR, = -O,I~ X 1/ + 1.75 X 1/. 5.85 X I, + 7,15. 
TGR, = -{),20 X J,' + 1.70 X J,' - 4.09 X 13 + 5,()(). 

WI",,,· I ,; Iuw",<: "te~",y {Ill~b-illco"",) 

I ,: 10" 0'''' e 'te£OI'Y imirtdle-i"'ome) 
I " ]'''01' '<: r.1c~OI'y {low-ill"'''''') 

.. high i ocom~ (1) 
.middle iocome (1) 

..low income (.1) 

T(;ll,' Trip ge"""tL"" rate Ibigll_lI1comc) 
T(; ll,' Trip g"",,,tLOO race (high_iIKOmc) 
Te ll. : Tlip £<I,oration r.t. {I>igb_iocome l 

Utilising th~ ab(}y~ mood, il is possible, gi,'en a household income category, to estimate 

the exp~c l ed trip g~ner" lion rale , 

4.1,12. AVAJLAllLE TRANSPORT .MODES 

In Windhoo.;k. the ,oo,t P,""Villent mode of transport is the taxi, follow~d by the car ~nd 

then b,tly the bus. TlJ<, taxi i, an imp'Hlam mode of transport, especially "m(}ng I(}w anJ 

middle-income ho",e holds that have little or no ~ecess to private motoriseJ mooes (}f 

tral1'port. From Table IS, it can b¢ observed that areas, ,uch as I-Iakahana al1d 

Okuryal1gava, which ar~ cat~gori ,~d a, low-inwme meas, laxis COl1'titlLt~ appmx imattl)' 

)6,2% of th~ total modal 'plit. TlIe us c of taxis in these ar~as i, high. because l"x is 
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provide Ihe lnosl reliable meanS of transp:)f( , whcn compa",d to other transp"n mode, 

such as lransi!. 

Sincc moSI of the illformal ",ulcmcnts in Windhock arc situated on Ihe outslins of city, 

Ihe laxi has lhus become thc bcSl-~uited modal ehoi cc for mally illhabitant.,_ 111 other area, 

such as KalUtura, Khoma,(lal, Windhock \V .st, Univ""ity of Namibia, and the CBD 

(Cenlral busincs, dimiet), the usc of the taxi is ai,,, very high_ 111 these ~reas, lax i, 

conslitutc 68.8% of thc total modal split, The next mode with hi gh levels of utility" 

walking , Walking for many resident, is a legiti mate and gelluille mode of tr~l1.'pon_ 

Gi,'en lhc fact lhal the large prOjX>l'lion of Willdhoel's ""idents art categorised ~, 

originating from low-illcome households, th .se person.' are often left with 00 choice but 

10 walk. The rcmaining ]X'rt ion of the popUlation also makes use of walking, 'rhi s 

appli cation is u,ed al a supplemellt to other modes of tr~l1'pOrl, Of lhe re'ponocnts lhal 

were imerviewed durillg the data survey, 6')% staled that they supplerncnl '-"hcr lransport 

mode., wit h wal kin~ _ Area" such as Ramatex ~l1d Okury~ngava, Habhana and 

Otjomui,e, where the majority of low-income fami li es reside and work, 100% of lbem 

,wed that they rei y h. avi I y on walki ng to mo,'e about. 

The m. of tramit in Windhoek i, gener~lIy lov,', From T~blc 18, it can be ob>crvcd that 

tr~n,it utilisation i.' onl~ hi gh in l",, -iocome are~s (i.e, Hav~na, Okuryangav~ Kmutura, 

Khomas.Jal, Wallal",da, and Gorcang~b), On avcr~ge 9,7% of thc populalion of 

Windhoek, uses trami!. 

AnOlhcrarca v,hcrc lransil lc'-el ulili sation is high il the Univcrsity of Namibia, The hi gh 

utilisalion 1Il the area can be attributed to the hi gh :;tudent population that C(}mmUle' from 

and to the UniversilY cvery day, 
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Table 1 8: TmnSlXlrl mrxlt available in Windhoek. 200! DaLa 
~l"'ur 

/011 ' ~"". T~"I COl Lill ilu. T"" Ui'yck: c},ell' \\',]k 

1'\0. ) (%1 ('to) ('>\0) ('J) ('J ) (%, ('.:,1 

~","" '"'" Olm"" " .1(,_1 I'.~ 13.4 10.1 .'6 .2 1,·1 1.1.3 76,2 
, . 

~" .. "" "'" ,,, .. ,..., " " 12,9 13.5 9,0 ~o.J "' 00 no 
""''''"'~ K .. ,·""",,. w~, """" 
,ocl {""_""e,, .1f,Ol " 13.9 'i,:\ 67,·1 1.2 1.I.l )Ii ,·1 

Roc"," c,<., ~,1 Ci"_k,,,."'. L'J3 '-:19~9- lU.7 3.J 55.J " 
, , 3.1_9 

l>"",~ P,,'. Jhhl"", p"c .1"0 I 
,. iii In.!, ! C.4 .1(,,0 2.(, In 1'1.0 

~, K.I'l",_X.""~'''''''~ , -
W"" ...... _ JUri, \\'~_"""', 
cw,.,,+,~ A",,"':d, Ih'hI"'" 
P"C, 1"_""><",,,,,. "'" 

I 
·'"".,,,h 01'1 n.~ :4.7 " 31.1 .. ' 60 1.1,0 ·Il ,.j - ---
0""~'!~'~ ~,h;,-•• ~~ 
,"-,~'-'i" ___ . ____ , " 0 7, J 15·1 8·1.6 7.1 U IW .O 

, .. _. 
Wi. ,...",-_ "''' to ~"NTRA~ 
" USC, "SS llJST~"-'T ,. 73.3 : I ,6 ) .. ' ))7 2" (1.1.1 38.-1 , 

, 

lJ. h'".y,)' oj "",.I", , 22,::' 00 333 80.9 " 
, n.o 55_I> 

Wi , "'-,,' WN " 1::'.5 (",1 0.0 "".R lUI 0.0 4_U 

RamaLex , M.7 J:\,:\ 0.0 100 .n lUI lUI 100,0 I , 
"''' I'i ' l~' '" 621 00 6, )7,% 1.1,0 (1.1.1 50.0 

II ,,,,,,. '''u okLlr)"""~\" __ I __ " n3 9-1,·1 00 0" 0,1.1 00 M' 
t.:nkll<)wn m 4:'.:' ~n ,_6 6o.s 1.(, 10 5U 

:;"'If"": C'"fld fj",..-,,,, " -.\1,,'i'I!.-, Namibio_21)()! 1/, ~,,' 

The uti I is~ti() n rate, of the pri vate autOlll(lblle are generally hi gh, hs use is esp;:ei ally high 

in are" with middle to high·i ncome househol(j" In Windhock. the mi,ldle lO high

income area, are: Windhoek Weq, [)orado Park. Hochlaml Park, Kleine Kupp;:, and 

KI~in \VindllOel. In the'e areas, the automobile utility fme, are On average o[ 78.8')(· o[ 

the popubt ion r~siding there 

Other tran:;port mooe" , uc'h as rnoton:yd", ~nd hicyc le, ~r~ r~r~ly l"ed in Windhoel. 

Fwm (he lable il can be ob,tr"ed lhat the highest levd of hicycle llsage "CCUN in 

Okuryangava. the University o[ Namibia. Hakahana, and Oliomuise_ In these areas, 

between 6,8% and 11, 1% o[ the pvpulalion. use bicycles_ When comparing WindllOelto 

other developing eitie, in the world, the usc ,,[bicycles as a mooe i, generally low_ On~ 

of (he reaSOnS b the stigma associaled wilh their usage, Many people perceive cycling to 

be a luxury as oPP"sed 10 king a g~nlllne mooe of tr~nspnn 
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['he sewnd stigma associated wi th cycling: i, the rc,pccli"c ,a[dy a'P<'~l.ln Win,lhock. 

many cydi,(, arC kil led ann ual ly, JlLe to mOlor ,chick lO cyclisl collisiuns (Central 

Bureau of Slali'li~s, Namihia-200 I Interim Rcporl). Thcn:Jon;. mall}' jXuplc arC ><:un;J 1O 

~ydc. ict aloJlc alluw tlldr childn;n lO cycle to school. for ex~mpk. 

Til<; last mode of troJlsjXlrtotion to Ix disclissed here. are motorC"T trips made by ,e!'. jng 

passcng~Th, Th<;,~ arc ~s,cn(ially comm ul ers (hal n::ly UIl lifts [wm frknds or family w 

gel [rum and 10 lheir rcsJXcli,c ocSlil1alion;;, Frum Table 20. it Coll be ob;;cl"cd (hoi (he 

highest rdiancc On lifis i, ill the lower in~om~ an;as. such a, OkurYoJlgava and Havana. 

wh~n; 94.4% uf S<:r, ing passcng~rs [elide. 

4.1.13. FREQUENTLY USED TRANSPORT I\IO()ES 

rhi, ",clion is go ing to look at the existing mility le,e l, for uitfer" m trall'ronatio n 

mco" in Winul"",k. Tahle 19, inuic'''''' ' th. transport mOO. utililY level, for zon~s I to 

1J. From the t~bl" , it ~an he ob",rveu lhat the private au(omobile is hy far lhc mOst 

widely used m<x1e of trampon, Th<, form~r Slat~m~Jlt i:; applicabk to lhc miMlc and 

high-income ,eele.- of the population. 

In the mOr~ ~ftlu~Jlt an::~s of WindhO<!k (ncar ttl<! enD in comp~ri\.OJl to other area,. 

whieh ar~ sitlLat~(i evCn further a"ay, (Rocky Cn;sllCimbcbasia. Dorooo Park. Hochland 

Park. WiJldhock/Klcin WinJhock). an ay~rage 57';'. of trip:; arc m~<k by mOlOrcar, 

Considering the homcllOl(is that rdy Ull lifts. it can be obs<;r,~J that this lrallSpOrt m<x1c 

category is almosl conSl"Jll thruughout lhe slUdy WIJ<!;;, Serving p~ssengers On the other 

m~ke up ~n aggr~g~led 5% and len of lutallrips mock , TIJ<! only ~xcq>lion is in Ha,'ana. 

where more lh~Jl 77,8''} of the lrip' Can b ~ catcgori'ed ~s having be~Jl made by serviJlg 

pa,>;<:nger'. It w"' previoltsly ,wl~d thm t.~xis and tmn,it form ~n important mooal choic~ 

for many low-.arn i ng hou,dlold,. 

['rom Tobk 19. it C~Jl be oos~rved thol WiJldhoek h~;; more l"xis u;;erS lhan hu:; lLS<:rS, In 

zones one (0 thr~e, 5.5%, 7 2% and ('.2% of people u,e lhe bu, compared to 24.7%. 

:J 1.3%, allJ 40,4";< that use taxi , 
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The existing trend c-,m k allrihuted tu tt", inflexibility, unreliability, inad~~u al-y of th~ 

ni,ting public transport 'ys tem. 11,m, many uf Windhock's rniden!> upt to u,,~ th~ t"xi 

I=ausc it is heller able to c"ter for their dai ly r"'~tb, The C-UTTent u s~ of mOlorcydes and 

bic-O'l-les in toc city is \'nO' low The highe,t kvd uf bic-ycle usag~ i, found m 

Okuryangava, Hakahana, and OIjomuisc, wh~re 7.7% uf the population use thcm. In 

orh(:l' or~~s, SCfch ~s Windhoek, Klein Willdhock, Olympia, Aua:;blick, Hochl~nd P~rk. 

Dor~do Pork. Hoch l~n d P~rk. Kleille K\l pp ~ ~nd Kleill Windhoek, bicyck use ranges 

b..'lwcen 07( and O,5'{, 

, , 
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4.1.14. REASONS FOR llSIKG PARTlCllLAR TRAKSPORT \'IODES 

Thi, section looks at tk di fferent reasons whi~ h pwmpl commulefS lO choose speci/le 

modes of Iran'poIt. Tn Ihe condun~d hooseoold survey, it was l(lUnd Iha l many 

comm uters chc>o,e their transport modes llep"l1dillg on ilS afl(m)abili ly level. Of Ihe 

rcsponde nt' interviewed duri ng the , ul" ey 41'k (in ZOl1e one), 52'k (in zonc lWO). 27% 

(ill ZOl1e th ree) and 54% (in zone seven) slated Ihal they ~hoosc thcir lransport modc 

depending on ils affordah ility level (Tahle 20), 

Tahle 20; Reasonl for ulili sing tran' po[t mode in Windhoel , 2001 Data 
Z",,' 
~" lll' TOIal Inabllily ,\fI..-d ,h~;t r o- .I i'y s. rel) Si.,." O~ "',,,~i" A,,,,,;hm,y I'iO .. <lire 

P, od d<d 

'" '" '" '" r,,", .. ~, '" '" , 'M 10.0 ~ I .O '" 2.'l '" l .'l j",O , '4R 1.0 12.'l "" I f) , 'l ' ,'l :n.u , }(.Ill -'-') n'l U,U ~,U '" ~.O ~".O , In] c.'l L' U " " ,U " 24.0 WO , )78 C.U :',U nu !.U " 2;.0 ~,.O , m " 'J U EO 11.0 ,., 2 R.U n'l , 
" " 

'·· .. 0 " " " " 31.'l , ~o " " 10.0 " 'l.O 24.'l Jl.U , , 
" " 'R.O nu 'l-') nu lOOf) 

'" " " " " 6.0 'l,U U ,U nu 

" 
, " " " " " " 100.0 

" '" " " " " " I ~,O no 

" 
, , 

" ",0 " " " " WO 

" 192 " ,OU no ,.0 " I ! 0 47.0 
, " " , , "u,i.,"; .-." N md",,·l!JiJI 1/" ~>rI ~U " «. {,n' (, ,""" <i) ,<, " , 

Mosl respondcnls Ihal eonsi <lcr affordabil ily to be a governing rea<,{)n behind choo' ing a 

mode of lransport are gencrally from low· income areas, Thus, hou,ehoI J ', affordal>il ity 

w" ul,) he a primary consideration whcn choo' ing a mode of transport. From the col l ~ct~d 

sur\'cy data. 'afely too wa, though to be an important consideration as far as ~hoosing 

tl'Ull'port i, cOllcerlled. i.e. 'One 9 .where 33'i<'- of the inhabitant' indicaled Ihal safely is 

one of th~ir primary con,id~rali n ns Whell chcxJsing a Iran'port mode, 

In every cilY, thcr~ are commuter, that u.'e a mode, 'imply hecaus. !h~y have no other 

alternative, availah l. to them. These tyl"'s of commuters are oftcn relCrrcd to as ~aptivc 
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COImnUkl'S inth •. ;,en",,· that they ~re captive to the transp(}1'1 nwde thaI thcy are currently 

utilising. The pCl'ccntagc of pcrsons Ihat choose a tran.sport 'n<>de hecause Ihey are ullahle 

10 choose anything clse ~re few. however. they Cl\llStitUIC (}ll average 2.1 % (}f COinmuters 

fol' wnes, Ito ]3, 

The quality of (ranspo(( modes 1~ ~n imp(}rtam c(}llsidCl'a(ion especially in the pmvisi(}n 

of public tramponation, Froln the cOllected d~m. qu~hty of (ranspol't was (hough( 10 be 

(wicc as important as safety (see T~bJc 20), Tn zoncs 9, 78% of I'esponciems im~rview.d 

stated (ha( the transport morlc quality is an impol'1ant considera!L(}n when ch(~"ing a 

(mnspol'1 mmk I() us e, In 7(}neS 5 and 6. 22<;0 of resp(}nuents 't~led Ihm transport moue 

quali(y is all i rnpol'Wnt cons ide rati(}n. 

Vehicle ownership is an impo((allt con~irlcr~lioll as far as ch"'lSillg a trallspol'1 mode is 

concerned. In ?OJlCS 5, G and S, an average 22% (}f households ,taledthal they choose to 

u!ilise a transport nmde hecause they own it. In the ahm'e-mentioned ~one,. many 

households )lHve their own motor",rr. Therefore. it i, of no :>urprise \0 find thm th",e 

households cOllsider ownership to he an impOltant factor in ch(Hsing a moUe. of lTIlmpon 

to use. Amollg the I(}w-income eami ng )xJU >elx)lds, an average of 6'1< house holds choose 

a motorcar because Ihey own one (wnes Olle, Iwo alld three respectively). In the middle 

m high-income hou"")](}ld,, 24.0% to 33.0% of respondents 'lated they choo,e ll., 

motorcar as they pre ferreu mode. of tTIlllSport due to ownership r~ason:;, 

AC('essibility, in thi , conte.\t refers 10 the degree ofea",. in which an imJividual can gain 

acceSS to a specific Iransportation mode, From (able 18, H can be ol>scrved Ihal the 

highe't acce"ibilily are· founu in zone, ,ituated dose to Ih" cenlral business Ji,tric( 

Zooe, ,\lilh Ihe lov"esllevels ~c(·~"ibilily. on the other hand. are found onlhe outskir!> of 

the city " ,here. generally 10"'-eaming hous.cholds rcside. (i,e. zones one. two and three), 

/v]ediUln levels of access can be luund in zoncs four. li ve. six, and seven. whcre low to 

middle-inco",., household, resiue. In lhe.se meas, household accessibility level, range 

be(ween 31.0% and 46,0%. 
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5. SCENAI!lO ANALYSES 

To be in a po,ition to prcdict any cilangCI in tran'port trends bas~d on present trend" it i, 

ituport~nt to CII<lb\i lh, ~nd hence e.,timate, the eff~cl' of lm, id~nti fi"d bCLUr, lla,'e on 

mobility of til e study area, Since it is "i11ually impos,ible to predict lhc flLrure with a high 

degree of accuracy, scenario ana ly,,,, will be lLlili,cd to tokc cognisancc of the 

uncerta int y factor L'tilisi ng this approach, the lLpper bound" and lowcr bounds of 

accuracy will be identi t,ed thm forming an uncertainty "m-clopc whcrc thc c.,peeted 

variation is likely to occur, 

The :;ubsequent s<'Ctions of Ihis r~port wil l look al the antiCipated trench in more de uiL 

The identified limits of the an"ly,is were as follow,: Ex pl'ctoo Ca \C, Lower Bound C~sc, 

~nd tile Up!"'r Hound Case, which w~re us"d lo dClcrrninc thc c;..tenb of [he uncertainty 

envelope. Th~ e,'pect~d Cas" repre,cnts a s.ccnario whcrc presem transport, populorion 

demographic ami economic trend, remain virtlutlly unchanged ~nd continue to e;..hibir 

'imi lar tr~nds in tm, fU lure. The bllcr of th c threc scenarios: the lower bound and upper 

hound ca,~, on thc olher hand rcprcs.cnt deviationl trotU tilc expecred trends 

TIle fir>[ tI~nds to t>e ~nalys~d is th e [Xlpulation growth tr~mb (Section 5.1.), who", 

rcs ults wCrC generated by usi ng ~ I~gre"ion analy.,i, modd extracted fwrn thc CCnlUS 

Dala collcclcJ between 1990 and 2005. Til e population growth will predict thc c"pcctcd 

popula tion for Wi1l<lhock for thc ~n~l ysis period Z()15 to ZOl4, Since tm,r~ ar~, cenain 

level, of uncertainty involved in til e predictions of upper bound and lov.cr bound, 

an~ l ysi\ wi ll t>e performed in order to delerrnin" tm, uncettaimy margin< to h~ expected, 

Section' 5.2 will ex plore til e eXp"cl~d economic trends to gov"m the population growth 

and transportati on mohiht y lrend, re'p"c livcJy, In this ,cction, scenarios reg~rding 

household incon", le"eis ami employment Icvel, will be portraycd, Since thcre is, no way 

of detcrnlining the direction in which rhc econOil,ic trend, will be heading, scenario 

analyses wi ll al'o be utili ,ed for Ihi' task, Three scena rio< will be modcllcd a, rCl ult , thus 

cnabling any cconomic rclatcd lLncertaimics lO be cstablished and hence ~llowed for in 

[he amly,lCs, 
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Section ';.3 d~al, with the ml>hility trends thal arc lihly to emanatc from thc population 

and economic trend, descriood in scdion 5. 1 and 5.2 respectivcly. An analysis 01 the 

eXf"'cted trip generation trend, wi ll 00 made (cat~goris~d by income) for the an,1ly,is 

perioJ sl,rrting in 200_~ and 2014. 

G~nemt~d (rips for allthrcc >;ccnal'io'. cxpec(Cd, lowcl' and uppe r bound c"ses will he 

oullined. as "dl a, thc anticipatcd change l in trend, in cach of the ahove-menuoned 

>cenario,. Thc h'l pilrt of thi.' section, dcal.' with changes in modal split trends thaI are 

~xpe<:1cd to occur for lhc samc scen.1rios (njX'cted. lower and uppe r hound cases) 

5.1. EXPECTED POPULA T10~ TRENDS 

Population changes in Windhoek were e,limated utili,ing an ~.\poocntial mlxld that was 

produced generated hy uti lising nation,,1 cenSlIs data. First. a seri~s of trend lines Were 

fitted to th e collected data to ntahlish a rcbtionship lhal wOlild sHlisfactorily describe the 

cxi'ting data trend,_ T he mode l trend line th"t yielded the most accuraW rc,ults (litilising 

the root mean square as a measur~ of accuracy) was a comhinalion of a power oj' the 

fonn: 

Populalion al lime It) = 92%5 e O.l"" 

Whcl'c 1: time in yCol" 

"'<xc t= 0 (is lk year 20(5) 

The calibl'ation of(hc oowincd modcl wa.' carried out utili'ing cemu< tt>e InS, 21K) I, 

and 1(K)5 dato_ To cnsure that the ohtained model yielded the mnsl accurate results 

possihle, correction factors needed to he app lied to the equation 10 derive th~ be,t 

p<JSsible fit. Upon lhe establishment oj' th e mlxJd used to predict population J;rowlh. th~ 

root mean square error for th e ohlained mo.xkl was octermiocd. Th~ r~,ults indicated lhe 

ohtained model. is able to p.-cdicl the fllture poPlilalion growlh ,,(lhin a J.9% error 

margin 10< the l'car 2(x)5_ As lhc analysis lhlriC>d is iocrcased. the crror betwccn the mC>dcl 

estimate and the ob"'lved trends also mcrea,es 
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In the limitat imlS to the ~bm'e approach the dL"five,) model ,)oes not tokc the vari(}u~ 

population factorl into accoum, such as the df~"ts of HIV "ids p,1 nocmic, change:; in 

bitth rate and death rate In addilion, it i; Important to beilr in mind th"t the populati(}n 

model i, illl aggregated model, which dfectively mc~n:; th"t the strotiti cation of the 

"ariou, cullura) and soci,J i n,'om~ groups ilnd tne Lmmigrati(}n <>f pe(}pk from the rural 

m-ea; "'ell' not consitkrcd , Windhoek cUffelllly has ~n estim"ted population of 233,530 

inhabilill1ts, AccordI ng (]x, ci(y ot \Vindhock is planning depattm..n t data, the pre,ent 

growlh rate of tire town' s population has Ixen e~tim ated at 152% (projected fLgure, from 

lhe 19")5 ,'"nsus), The population increasc in Windhook hils n(}t on ly been attributed to 

existing population growth, but is largely occelcrmed hy urbani'ation. The r,1te of 

urbanisation is l::d ieved to be at il n estimate,) rate (}f 3_75%, The comhi ned cifect, (}f 

immigr;ltion "nd the natut"l grow(h rate of (h" lX!pu l"t ioll_ A, a ",s uit. the town', 

popUlation has hccn increasi ng by iln aggD:gated rate of 12,310 pers"", p" r ~nllum, which 

i I equi"olcm to2,400 lwusehold, 

Tobie 22, indicat., the sequenti~1 aIllicip~led population trc nds tor three ,litlcrcnt 

'lCcn"ri,,,- The lipper Hound Cil ," represent, a hypothetical situation w!J,:rc tn,' ~xpcctcd 

trend" are expected to be e ~cee<led, The 'lated trends w~m oolain"d from '-"Icrwd 

trends in other cities, whi ch ha,'e umx,rgonc limi lar dl'V~lopmental patterns in 

l'Ompmison lo WindllO<:k_ enocr lhi, scenono, tll<o d ty's populil ti(}n i""re~scs 01 ~ rOl e 

!'l'ealer than 1% per annum. l b,' e.\.pccled trend patternl ~re li sted in Tobie 21. The 

E~pe<:tcd Ca'l<: repre,ems a , iLUati oo "'~rcby the cxisti ng populilti ml i:; npected to gmw 

under the "ll-.c ,,,,sen-cd l'Ondilion, (in 2001), The ".\.i'ling household incomc categ(}ries 

are also expeCll'd to remain in the proportion> of 80% (low-income), 15% (mi,)dk· 

income) and 5'k (high- income), 

Tire Lowcr Round C~>c rcprc>.on (\ a hypothetical ,imot ion thill is lea't likely to occur 

Ilmvc\'er. giyen the sensiti"e llil ture (}f the po"ible challge, that could occur, due to 

~"()!l()mic and ,oci al pressure;, the s,'enario ,',In not b~ ruled out 
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5.2. EXPECTED ECONOMIC TRENDS 

DUling the case , tudy. lhe impert anc'C uf including the ~collomic factors that affect 

mobility was recognised_ Table 22, lim lhe basi" ~liHnges tli"t "rc expoccted to occur_ As 

in t~ preceding , el,tion, three "-'~n>lrius arc analyse'\' 11le economic variable, di<;cuss~d 

in Table 24 are e"ollorni" produCli.il)', literac), levels. expenditure on transport. fi,c~1 

sa . i ng' per huu>chuld arrd improv~d h~Hllh ~I)(l >wlldal'd of li vi Ilg, 

The problem fac~d was how to includ~ the ~boVe-ll1elltioned f(let",s in th e analysi,_ To 

a."id d"uble ",-,,-,nting, the e.~pccled change> in th~ variable, wer~ link~d to the variables 

~h"sen in the prcc~ding SeC lio ns 01 lh~ c~sc 'ludy_ 

'" 

UPPER BOU:-;n CASE """'~ '''',"'''' hw 

EXPECTE D CASE 

LOWER BO U'W CASE 

-' flo" ,,,,,,, ;",orne -,>0,,"'" '''''''C,'''' -",-",,,,," ..... rlo" "'''''. ' 

1m"",,,, ""~," "'" ~."..," c( Li,-i.,. 

l""",-, ;,,, . ;,~'''_" 1",- ~><1 ,"" ON " "'" 

1, J",-",,,,,<' ,""" " I'.h ,~"" P '" 

" ""-",,,,,d ~,~ "'-"~" ._ "," .,,,,1 to ,,,,I ",' ~"', « ~",'" j""'IT~" 
-I SL .. ,. "I ci ;,,-;". i,,,,,,,,,, "" I':'" ~ ,," """''' ,,' "', ""'.'" ;"'''''' 

J,";,,,,,,,II~.""''', '''"",'~ ,"'-," "'~ ''''''",'. ,,,,,-, ,~~~,~_. n, 
'-'''''-,~'''~ • ..,., j '\~""" • he. _he ,_, wU<'<f",,, 

, J ",-",.,J """-''' '' j<cdvo.-" ,-il, 

, 
, 

, 
• 

l..,,,=-' """"",;OO"r 0"""" ~; . , "", """,.joe. 
In,<,,,,,," ""',crt "ft,_"" -,,,,,, "'" "'" n h-,,_ LI", I"~"",,, ,I., ",I 
"""PO<! "hL ?'-' c-""'" 
~,,.,-,," ' ''''P'-' "._", ""e od, ,,.. .-:;1 _",kJ . ',."" '.'~ """ ,,_, I'" ",-,'-C"''' 
u,,'" "-",,' '-, ,." ~, ."""',,,, r" ~ ; ox,,,,,, "'''!-'" ,,, 
,\<l""",,," ""'.' ;.c",,,," '" ,~ ,~oj '" '""" ;' """" ",, ;,it~, ,,_!_ 1 .. ' ~,1 

b",., 
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5.3. EXPECTED IVJOBILlTY TREI'mS 

Cha"g~' in mob ility OCCm mainly due 10 the change' in different variab le" ,uch as 

transportation in[ra'lruclur~, public tmnsport [arc:; and fuel price tluCtllUlions. The al:>o\'c-

JIlcnliom,,1 [actors alone do not c~u:;c ~ny :;ignitlcant shin, in (ran'lx<'!alion mode,_ 

How~ .. cr. in con,binutio/l wilh O{hcr :;ocial and household factors they can CUll, e 

significant changes in travel behaviour and tran:;JX"'! moM lllil isation. 

In the Illodel. the ~xplo,.~d ch~ nge; ar~ due to chan£c, in population demographic', which 

in fUrn will call,e transport mode ride,-, hi p 10 change_ The mode l al'" g"".' on funhL'f to 

explore lh~ effut of a pop ul ation cbang" in affcl-ling pL'["'}/I~1 ~nd household mobility 

pallen" Th~ an ti cipawd change, are ex peeled lo occur [n the following "~tegocie" moloc 

v~bick a"cc"ii)] lity, licm"~'ti dnver "~tegory, h()mehold trip genCl"ation, and hip 

"awgory by purpose and mod~ 1 'plit (,"" Tabks 24 and 25), 

Table 23, Trip gcn~r~ti(}n rate trend" by incon]c catcgory for Windhock 

\1 1)(],/Scon,]'io t I'l'tK HOUN!J C-I.SE EXPRCT[!) CASE ! LOWER BOL'N!J CAS!' 

, T"I' _.~"c''''i, ~ ,,',« m"",. , T"I' '''''''''"",n, ,,~-
, "n, "",,,,.,., t o< Lo'., 

"" " ;, ""'~, I '" ,," ok;' i"" "'" .... ''''"'''-''''' " on, i, " ~-"_,, ud " , h i ...,w~ "',,,,,,,,,, ,,' .... ,,"'''"'''' "'m"", , ],' " .. , io ,np,' """"" , MiMO, ud ",he< i ",,-.,-~ , """,,'Yi," "'",0' " '' "'" 
HOllWHO] n " j dd]clh< , 1>--<""-",,,, h,,.,,,, "'''' "'-'''' "" " "~I to ..... ",,,-~ boo,,,,,,,,,", 
TR]. boo,-"',.->ld, ' ''''"''' """ ,~, "."co,," 
"F~1'.R,'TION , '.0 .' """ "]Yo-i" ,-.,-., , ""'''' '' i.,L, ~" lim< , 
UTF ''''' ''-...... oId' ~'i" ,'" " io ,,,,,,,,, _~ tl"' 

' ","YO " ~',11.- '" """ ' oc"-~"", [)., ,,,, . ,,,,,., 
' '''' '''',' P" , ,,,it,, 
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I able 2~ ' ~lotLl .pbt treml , f,y \\"n.:lhoe k for the ~~JX'CI~, "PJX'f and 10" '.,,.1:>0000 
C$C' 
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ARIU ._-_. --. __ . 
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Table 25: Trip generation by purpose in Windhoek 

SCENARIO UPPER BOUND CASE EXPECTED CASE LOWER BOUND CASE 

WORK TRIPS WORK TRIPS WORK TRIPS 

• Work related trips would • Work trips will continue to • Work trips expected to 

decline in relation to the dominate the total number of remain the same 

other trips as result of trips made in a day · Changes in modal split can 

decreased employment · Unemployment levels in the be expected across the 

opportuni ties city continue to rise due to middle to high income 

· Middle to high income in-migration categories 

households expected to • Persons or households • Upgrading of the existing 

contribute the majority of involved in the formal pubic transport facilities will 

work trips made employment sector is result in increased commuter 

• Social and informal sector expected to remain constant ships, thus increasing the 

trips (low/ ultra-low income) · Informal industry sector will modal split in favour of 

continues to increase continue increase other transport modes such 

• Advancements in • Reduction in the number of as cycling, walking and 

telecommunications industry work trips (due to transit. 

TRIP PURPOSE will reduce the number of technological advancement) 

generated work trips (Hjorthol & Lian, 2004) 

SCHOOL TRIPS • SCHOOL TRIPS SCHOOL TRIPS 

· School related trips increase · Due to increasing school • Due to declining population 

because of increasing work enrolments, school trips will growth, total aggregated 

opportunities: more parents continue to be high school trips will decrease 

relocate to Windhoek in 

pursuit of work 

SHOPPING TRIPS SHOPPING TRIPS SHOPPING TRIPS 

· Increase population results · Shopping trips will continue · Low-income households and 

in increased shopping trips to constitute a significant elderly will continue to have 

· Trip frequencies among low share of the total trips made higher trip frequencies to 

and ultra-low income · Increase in the number of shops via non-motorised 

households can be expected households moving to the modes of transport. 

to be significantly when suburbs, aggregate trip 

compared to higher income durations get longer 

households 

MEDICAL TRIPS MEDICAL TRIPS MEDICAL TRIPS 

· Increased population results • Improved healthcare coupled • Improved healthcare and 

in a high demand for by increased access to improved transportation 

medical care, which will in medical facilities will result facilities, will result in the 

tum result increased trip in increased rips to increased frequency of trips 

making healthcare facilities to medical facilities 

Trips making for medical • Affordable healthcare, will 

related trips increases encourage health related trip 

making 
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6. MODEL FINDINGS 
This section of the report deals with the reporting from the model output tables and 

charts. Section 6.1 will discuss the findings of the generated population growth model 

and discuss the errors found in the predicting the Windhoek's population. 

Section 6.2 deals with the person trip generation yielded by the derived model. The trips 

are analysed over nine-year analysis period. The trips generated by the model are further 

categorised by trip purpose, as well as by income in order to gain a better understanding 

of the differences in travel patterns expected between the low, middle and high-income 

households. 

The last section, section 6.3 discusses the modal split results of the trips generated by the 

compiled model. In total (car, lift, bus, taxi, bicycle, motorcycle and walking) are 

discussed in turn, with particular attention being drawn to the most pronounced transport 

modes. The modal split analysis has been sub-divided into two sections. The first set of 

analyses looks at the modal split on an aggregated scale. The second set, looks at the 

resultant modal split on a zone scale, with attention being drawn the most prominent 

modes of transport. 

6.1. POPULATION GROWTH MODEL 

Utilising the derived population estimation model, both the upper and lower bound 

estimation of Windhoek's population were determined. The uncertainty envelopes 

produced were calculated by increasing or decreasing the expected population growth. 

The pink and yellow lines in Figure 18, represent the upper and lower bound population 

estimates respectively. To ensure that the obtained model yielded with the observed 

trends, the error for each respective estimate value was computed. 

From Table 26, it can be observed that, in 2005, the estimated population growth for the 

three scenarios correlate well with each other. During the analysis, the errors obtained for 

the upper, median and lower population growth estimates were less than 1 %. As the 
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analy,;s progressc'l to year 200B, til~ obtained elTor< ~lween tile obscrve,ltrends an,l the 

calculalcd eSl1mates illucascd to +~.()% (overestimale) [or toc upper bou nd e,(ima(~ an,l -

13.4',{ (un(kr -CSl1mation) for tile for the lower bound. 

Tabk 26: Population estimation model for WindOOel , 2005 

, 
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By tfle end of (he o[ toc anal)",;, 

p"rioJ , year 2015, the percent age 

error i, +1').4';< and -31.3% for 

(oc llppel ~nd low.r bound 

"" " " "" "" " " 

former nend, sugge't (hm as 

aUernpls to mak~ predic!ions 

rLgU"~ I~ : Popula(Lon mod~1 for Wmdh">e k 
(2(X)5-21l14) 
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6.2. TRIP C;ENERA nON 

In analysing the trips gerlCra/-icm for W i ndh(]e~, from 2005 anJ 2014, it was nen,,,ary to 

categori", lh~ trip analy"" by income. as well as by Irip purpose. Sections ti.2. 1 and 

6.2.2, deserioo the ",suit, yid<kJ Juring the analyses and the mCl,1 poomincn( Ireoo:; 

e'pected in trip generation, based on the 'tat~d semario>: lower bound, npccted and 

upp.;r bound ca,-.::;. Dunng the dis.cussion, it is imponant to OOill in mmd that. lh~ only 

ca.,e or »ccnario that was determined wllhin ,ea,onable accuracy limit, wa., the expe<;t~d 

ca.,e. The remaining cas~, or sceuarios = mere reprc:;cntar.ion of a hypothetical scenariCl. 

6.2.2. TRIP GENI<:RATION BY TRIP I'URPOSE 

The trip, gmeral~d dllring the trip, g"""ration step' were l'ategurised by trip pUIpU,e. In 

lotal live Irip calcgorie\ were ident,lied.11Ic", are as folk,ws: average trip, (an aggregate 

of all combined Inps). wOfk trrp' (all work related (rip'), school (rtp~ and servi ng

pa"eng~"- trips (taking SUme0ue to th~jr d~:;(inatiuJJ). 

Trip fII''''''"Iioi1, by trip pu'pose tor Windhoek , 2005·2014 

,-mi t , 
j 

O"''''~ -."' __ 
~ " .... _ """", _ """" ·l_ """, c __ ~"""" _ ""-. _ _ "",,, --"""" "'''''' ~, ......... """" """'" 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;'-i;;'-- '-~ 
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The limitatiuns of the abov~ ~~t"gorisaliun WM I'ccog.ni,~d during the ~arly steps of ,he 

mOOcI compilation. Howeve" a, a r~suh of <lata 'hortage~. it wa, not possible 10 expand 

on the abov~-memiullcd catcgori,atLoll 

From I'igure 19, it can be ubserved that in 2005, the aggregate pcrson-ll'ip~ W~Te 

"'lim~lcd at 45~.175_ Hy lOOK lh~ figure is C1\~ctw 10 incr""-'" to 501,253, ,,!lich is the 

equ;,'ulcm "f a ~.49<> illcr~,,-,e in pef>Oll-lrips. These trips are e"p"ct~d tu increase tu 

544.330 by 201 L ami further incrca,e by an additi()nal 43,078 (aggregate growth of 

1',1 %) trips to 5~7,408 by 2014, 

" , , 

,_ ""~'" "~'~'M' " ",,_" w_ , _ 
=~ ,,,._c.~, 

," . .. t ... __ , ... ~~ ,~ 

Figure 20: Trip generation by purpo,e for 
Windhoek, (Expc<:too Cas~) 

Fur the cxpc<:tcd ca'c. in 2!MI5. 

work and >chou! rcJaloo lrips 

were e'timaTed at 110.000 and 

7.000 trips re~pectjvely_ By 

2010. the figure is expected to 

jncr~a,~ by ti.3% to 117,fXX) 

and 7,450 trip' re~pe~tiv ~ly_ 

By 2014 the aggrcg.m~d 

I"'r>on-trip, can b<' ~xpecl~u 10 

increase to almost !40,(XlQ, The former tigure represent' an average increase "f 1'l.7'ii 

uVer the nine year period. Similar 1I'~nd, w~re nOl~d for t~ ",hoo!. worl. and ,erving· 

pa,,,,nger trips. The unly di fferences arc in the magnitude of the lrips generated (see 

hgure, 20 and 21) , w(){k r~lme<.l trips generale on aggregale 23.R% of the lOlal genemt~d 

trip" whereas >choul and "",,' ing·pas'~nger lrip, generale lh~ remaining ]5.3 and ]4.3"':< 

of the (otal trip' ~a~gori7ed by trip, ru'1-.ose. In 2(lQ5. the w"rk, ",hooi, and >erving· 

pas"'ng~1' trip, "ere esti mata! at I ®.2:'1'l: 70316 and :'Ill. I 84 pero;.o"-trip' r~'pectively. 
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By' 2010. trips are expected to increase to 126.35S (work trips): XI.:n5(sch<Xlltrips) and 

34.914(scrving-pas,enger trips). where the cquiyalcnt of 15.6% growth OVeI" the r,"e 

ye,m .. By 2014. the sante trip purpose cau,gories can he expected to increase by an 

additioml 12.5% 10 140.051(work trip'); 90.149("'0001 trip,) and 38.697 (scrying

passenger trip') respoctively. 

In 2010. [or the upper and lower oouoo ~ases. the lolal aycrage peTSon-lIlps are e'timated 

to be aTIlllnd 261.109 [01" ~\C upper and 255.'139 person-trips respectiyciy. By 2014. the 

ti:>rmer figure i, ape~red 10 increa,e to 271.711 and 266311 j"()/" the ahove-menli()]lfti 

scenarios. The ,.t",,·e finding ilklicates that tile upper and lower bolLnd limits of the 

aMI}"i, are +9 .1 % and _1O.'.I'k above and helow the expected ay~ragc respectively. 

T_ ... _ ... ,_, .... "' ....... ~_"""" 

""' .... " .............. ,"" 

Fignre 21 : Trip generation by pUf}JUse [or 
Windhoek. (Upper BOlLnd Ca>c) 

Analysing tile remaining trip 

]XIf}JUse'. the finding' reveale<J 

thai between 20 10 and 20 14. 

an aggregatoo iocrcasc ranging 

between 10.1 % and 12.7% [or 

the upper bound c:J.~e, could be 

expectoo [or work.. school and 

,erving-pa"enger trips. 

in 2010. for the lower bound ca'e. the aver:J.ge trip,. work, ",hool and ,cr"ing-passenger 

trip, wCre c,limated al 255.939; 105,735: 6'.1,615 and 2'.1.95X person-trips. By the end of 

the analy,i, period, in 2014 the pcr'lOn-trip, for the 'arne trip purpo'e categorie, can be 

npcctcd to increase to 266.:n 1: 101.012: 69.06() and 29.779 penon-trip, re'p"divciy. 
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To"' .... .. . .. ,_~, ... __ ~~_,· .. 

"'" ~ ""'- --.0 "'M', 

Figure 22: Trip ge""raliOfl hy purJXIlc tor 
Windh""'k. (Lower Bound Case) 

0,2.3. TRW GENERATION BY INCOl\IE 

rhe above-menliollCd changes 

in I"'rson-lrip, i, representative 

of au aggregate gmwth o[ 

2.20% [or all trip purposel: 

average, worl. ,chool aoo 

passenger 

re,pectiwly. 

Fmm Figure 23. it can k ohscrvoo thaT Thc highest person-trip geru<falion per capita, 

would be fmm the high ami middle-iocorr", households respective ly. De'pite Ihe fact lhal 

Windhoek's populaTion cornpri.,",., of nltldiulJI to low-iucomc houscholdl, thei r respcctivc 

h"",ehold fip generating capacities are considerably lower l'Umpared to the more 

amu~nt ",clor oflhe population. Figure 24 (exI"'Ll~d cm;t<), irnJicat~s that, iu 2005, ~le 

"grreg"t~<.l penon-trip" for the expected casc, wa, estimated at lil,213: i'n.M7 and 

I 03,57h p",-,;orr-lrip, [or (h~ low, milkll~ arnJ high-income households rC'llCctivcly. 

n,C same trip ca1egory is e 'pecled to increa,e ,teadily In n.479 (Iow-incom~): H17.241 

(middle· income) and 1J2.7')O (high-income) pcr"",,-lrip' by 20 14 rcspectively. The 

former growth is equivalent to a groWTh of I K~% over the nine year analysis perioo. In 

anall',ing lh~ worl..-l"'r"'-"1-trip' gel"'faw<i by the three income ca(~gories, i( was 

obsef\l~J thal die high~11 trip-ge~faliug group was th~ midJk-iocom~ group. lu 2005, 

1he tolal number of work-trip, gerrera1ed by tbe mi<.ldle-iocome gmup was eMimated tn be 

40,255 trip'_ 
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Totol pen;on trips by inc"""" oategori.e<l by "",pose in WinOhO<!k f,om 
2005 to 201' (EJcpo<;lod CAe) 

By 2014. (hc figu re i< expected to im:rease to 5Ui09 wo.k (rips. The low-income 

housdwlds Yleldcd significantfy 1 0w~1' wor l -per"'n-lrips in compdIhon to thcir highel' 

inm~ coun(~rpans. The [orlll('r ucnd was ~xpccted_ since Ih~ employment lewb among 

Ih~,~ low eamlllg households Icnds 10 oc low_ 

In 2005 the worl (rip' for thee inmme Cal~gOfy concemc'u was e,(;ll1a(cd at 22.515 work 

lrips and by 2014; (he jjgur~ I< expected to inne,.,e to 28,866 wOTllrip~. TIle high

income lKJus~holds gcncralC(( a similar magnilud~ oj' work trip< in comparison lo their 

middle-incom~ c·ounl~rpan ,. In 2005. work tnps ",ere es(imated al 46A6Y work-per<on

(rips_ By 20 14, the figure i, e~p~ded 10 ri,e [() 59.576 work -pc·l'son-trips. 

Trip< 10 s.chool, for th ~ expected '<Genario can be expectoo to increase by 28.2% for al l 

in~(~l1c calegories. In 2OQ'i. th~ total p~"on-lTips 10 school generated by 10"'. middle-. and 

high-inoome !tl'oopS W~l'e e_rimalro 20_ ')1 2: 23.7H7 ami 25.617 rnpc...:[; vcly . 
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In 2010, the figure i, eXlX'ctcd to increa.", hy 16.U% to M.liN: 27.515 and 29.631 

rcspectively. I:ly 2014. lbc>c trip' for ~II incom.. calegories are eXjX'Ctcd to increa.,e hy an 

~ddilional 12.2% to 26.S I 0: ]0,4% an<I 32.842 school (rip' rc,pecti;·eiy. 

Thc uplX'r and lower hound "a.,es. for genemtoo (rip< hy income. yielded ""oults , imilar 

to the npe"ted ca"". The observed trends "'''Ill 10 suggc,t that slight v~ri~tions in lrip 

making by cm"gory "an be CAlX'ctcd. provided tb~t tbe stipulated iK'l:uarios arc rc~lised. 

From Figure, 24 and 25. an estimatc of the 2010 person-tri", V,ias made. In til\: year 

concerned, lh~ ~veragc pt:lwn-trip> roo' the low. mi<kll~. and hIgh-income hou,.,hold , arc 

59,389: 85.760 and 106.191 for the upper hound ,,~"". The former findings represent a 

diITnnlce III a,cragc trip' making between the cxpt:Cled and thc upper bound ca'" 10 be 

"'ell in exce" o[ -12.9%. 

, 
! 

,- ,,~- " ~-."'-- """"-~-'
_~ H"~_-""-

Figure 24: Trip gener~tion by income fm 
Wmdhoek. (ulwer Bound Caso.') 

The remaining case (lower 

OO!lIId) for the '<arne period, the 

generatcoJ pers.orHrip' foo' the 

trip "ategory 

estimated at 71513, 81,577 

and 101.012 respeclively The 

cSlimated perwn-lrip for the 

cxpcdeoJ "use is on aggregate 

10.1 % higher in "olUparison 10 

the trips generated for the npe<.·ted "ase. The a,'crag<: growth in person-trips betwecn 

2010 and 2014 for the upper hound "a,,'. is 3.94% ror is low income and by 2.02% forthe 

mi<klle and high income households respectively. For th~ lower hound """, (for the ,,,nle 
analy,i s IX'riod). octween 2010 ~nd 21114. the aggregated JlI'r","-trip' are eXJlI'cted to 

tncrcao;c hy no Ie" than +IO.~% (for the 10"'- income) and <lecrease by 1.9';" [or thc 

middle and high-mcome c~tegori es respectively_ In analysing the trips made to ""h",,1 

and wor\;;, Ihe following ob>ef\'ation~ were made_ 
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, ... ·Pfi_ , ......... _._ ........ ,.,..~w_. _ 
_ .. ",.,,:,- 0_ 0_, 

'~-~ EJ!li;J=Jf ,-, ,-

"" "" r "'. ..." ~, _ , --.. w , _" 

- """'-
..... '-_ . ....... _ 0", __ o __ ~_~ , .w ___ ow ..... _ • ___ .", __ .~ I 

!....,...~_ ............ _ 0' • , _~0_·, .... _1 

Figure 25: Trip gCIlCralion hy income for 
Wiud)~k. (Uppcr Doond Ca-c) 

For the upper bourkl ca-c. the 

aggregated person-trips to 

work. school and serv' ng

pas",nger trip>, arc e~pccted 10 

be on average 11.2% lower in 

co'"pari,on 10 tile ,arne lrip 

category for the cx pecled ca'~_ 

For the k,wer bound case. the 

lotal person-trip, made to wnrl , school and '~rving pa.,,,,nger trips are expecte,)10 be on 

aggregate 10_ I 'k for all three-income caleg(";e,_ 

6.3. MODAL SPLIT 

blgnre 27. indi(-ate, the expel"led m()(bl ,plillrend, for Windhoe\". fmm 2005 to 2014. It 

(-an be oh~rved lhal Windhoek mo,--bl splil will continue \0 he motor vehic-!e dominaled, 

becau,,", both th~ laxi and the private Il1olOrmr are expedoo to mnlinne sef\'ing the 

middle and Iligll-incmne households ''Cspc<--t ively_ In term, oflrdn,jlOl1 nlf)(k utili'ation. 

walking i, ,ti ll eApeeled 10 "OI11;ouC to k the ,,"cond most ~pular mode of tromspon. 

The former tend is panic-ularly pronouIll't'd among the low and ultra-low mmme 

hou,eholds. whom most often are capti \'e to the transl'on mooe (-mlCemed 

Bi,'yde n,age in Windhoek is expec~d to gain f'Oj>l, larit)', particularly as resull of 

anticipated increase's in pclrol/d iescl prices. wllll'h is expected to en("(>urage people 10 

,WilCh to cheaper, el"irontnCUially friendly altematJves. specifically non-motnriscd 

transport '"odes. 
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I 

figu", 21> - Moo,,] 'pl ;l fOJ Wir>tltto..'k. froon 2005 10 2014 

'Il.; n.-m;oning traro>&JOtt m~ e.g. l' 8n,;\ an<.J m,""'-q'cic. will mll!illuC 10 'omnbute 

'Igni lic;uu m"gniwdc of ln l'i IQ [ I~ 0,«1\11 In [' malins_ Huw",.,.., ["",r rcLali,'''.tI....: " r 

.he lOla! m",."r >pIn I< JJOI n pcc ....... l lo lO~aSoe. T ran, it uli li .... ''''' in W ...... hud, .-~n bo: 

e \pa:ll'tl (0 operate at il c .... ~1Y. )",eI< "md",·u tili-m). IInle" "'gnifi<;;.nl . t.;mgc.. In 

tran ' pun policy,,", Ill:l<le lh~l ", iJJ l" ~lb l c il '" 9<.nc ils con-cOl cl i.:I\[.:!c in a heUe. " 'a )' 

al\d hence e~pand ib cu,tornN na"" . 

hOlm Fillurc 28. it Can be >cen lhat ;11 2005. Ille tOlal num ber ofper,on_tnp' made I'oy ear. 

Iili. 00' "n<lla;.,j was csl irnatOO at I IJ.OIi8: 5.'UW: 1.1,711 and nR.2 1R T'«",n 'lril" 

n:.'pcl.1;,dy. By lOU . the ["r Ulet figu~ s CM Ix: expected 10 lllCiU>C b ) ' ~n ~g.grl'8att:d 

21:1 .291. 10 I 44 .Wl~; 71 ,014; 17.~ 711 ~nOJ 177.2(1-'1 pc"","~rip, r • ..- all '00 ' I'"J.II'Pl'U ,"".k. 
conceme.J. Nna -fll(Mori""d tm""l'" n rnoo.Ie>.. ~u,:" '" cycl ing and walli ng. wcI<- CS\ lIloalcd 

3'N2 and 130..13(, pet»OfI-tri1" ' ''''I'C'-l,,·dy. in 21Xl5. Aft ... ni"c )'t'.m.. lh~ ronner fI~ur" ,. 

e~ pcctef1 In iocf"a"" (0 5. II R 31>.1 I ""~ 11-'2 1'<' . .... "'-1" 1" ...."pe<:m·d y. 
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63.1. MonAL SI'UT, BY ZONE 

In the dete rmination of (he n!O<lal sp lit as"oc;ated with the ~",neralcd TII\)VCllIcnt trip" for 

Windoc..,k. an additional analy,j> w'''' Clrrricd out. which i(J()k ed at th~ rdali\'~ lIlooaJ 

'plil, in ea~h ""pcct;vc Wile. Of the anal y,.,d wne" zones seven and ten, e~ hibileu [00 

highe,( ""destrian mooa\ splits, n", next highest modal Splil' were observed in zone, 

one, lWO and three resP<"'livdy. 

In !he above-mentioned 70nes, the mooal split for pei"ale a"lOnK>bilc, arc expected to 

range fWIII 35% (in 70ne four), to 05% in zone five and 8). to 65% in >.O!IC ,ix_ !'rnJll 

Figure 28, it can he 'Cen lhal the trip, m:!de by laxi" win ~untjnuc to constiWtc ~ 

,;gnificant 'hare of the \(~al motial split. 1bc highest modal ,hare heing found in zone 

nine, whe", the taxi make, up !II(>110 lhan 82.5% oj" the total m,xia] 'pli!. Trip' ",ade "j" 
mOlon;yci,,> and b",}'clcs will conlmue to c"",titute a ,mall perc~ntagc uf lOO tutal tnoo~l 

'plil in comparison to tl>::: other tl'an'P""1.lHr..:ies. 

_ .... ... w_~ .... ,_ .. ___ ) 

-
" 
"' 
.-, " 

I " --
,~ 

f'igure 27: Modal sp liL by wile for Winllhod< in 
2(MJ~ (fi~pected Ca",,) 

I'm the ~xpect~d ca~ (in 

20()~), the analy,is revealed 

that in £onc' one. two and 

th",e , walking can be C\pcctcJ 

to conslitut~ 32.5'k fur zone 

th",e and fT)()'" than SO.Wk for 

'"" two 

respcdivcly. 

hn the lower hound anal}'sis. it c~n be s.ocn th~t the .d~live p.oponJons of the modal 

"plilS have chang~ll con,id~rabl y, In 2008 (&iCe figure 29) it can be >ccn thaI walking 

modal split ha~ incr"",.,ll fmm50% tu 55% and 55% fOf1.OneS I and IWO rc'pectiv~ly. 

Zone len, hall the highe't recmlkd ped~strian modal split. inc",m,cd its modal share from 
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713% to 72.5% for the lower bound c,,",e analysis. Similarly. 70ne ,even eXp"rienc....J 

significant changes in it, !X'dewian modal spli!. 

_ ..... __ ,. _ __ .. _0.-_"""" 

-
" 
" 
,~ 

l .-

f -,,. -•• 
., 
'" 

figul'e 28: Modal split. by zon~ for Windhod, in 
2008 (L()wcr Hound Ca",) 

i-'or the expected case. in 2008. 

the modal 'pli! w,,, highly in 

fav011r of the walking. The 

associated modal split was 

e,timaled at 67% fol' the 

c~pccted ca,e analysis. The 

fonncr tigurc inc,-"u,eci to wdl 

Ova 77% for the lower bound 

analysis . 

The remaining LOI"" also experienced change,. but on a smalkr scale. Toc majority of 

the recon1ed chang~s npcricuccd by each I""!,,,l"tive mode w~n; in favour of the l1Oil

motllr;=! tran'JlI,rt m<Xks. Trips being Hl.1tlc by motorcar continue to mn,[ituk a 

significant share of the overall modal split. Howevn, its df""lS are only pronounced in 

ZOIlt;S five, six, cleven and twelve. 

The next signifICant changc~ in modal 'pl ;1 were in trip' made hy taxis. For t~ exp<:ctro 

"a,~, th~ resp<:ctive modal splits mnged from 25% 10 40<;i; fo.- WIle, one to fiv e, ,ix, eight 

and twelve re'p<:L1ivdy. For the lower bound C.1SC analysi', lhe aggregated modal ,plit 

mnged from a, little as 10% in wne on<:) to 61 % in Wile fOUL 

The lipp<:r bound cas<; analysis, yielded results different fn::lm loo,e ohserved for the 

lower bolind analy,;s, In the scenario, the modal ,hare wa, ,rill in favour of p"Uestnan, 

for Wlles one, rwo and thrIX resp~C1ivdy, Th~ moo"1 split share oftrrps made by t.1xis 

and hli' have all ocen Slibstant i~lIy reduced (see Figure 29 aoo :'\()). 
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--.... -~ ... ~- .. ---""'" 
:1 
• -

! •• 
J • 

• 
• • --
:~. • • • • • • • --, ... '""' _ ..... ... O~ ... __ ~_._~ .... "" . __ 

f'igll["C 29: Mlldal '1";" b~' UIll« fOf Windhoel. in 
2008 (I.o,.;"r n ... und C...e, 

I'or Ihe u~ botIJId .,;ceoonu, 

Ij", ~g"'~"'oJ lril" bcing 

mooe m"toos .. :(\ "a Il"'V011C 

autom()b,I~, "Isu d,,\:,,:ascd 

coo,;derably . I'll" lh" ,·~po.">: I ,--d 

case ana ly, is. ,he mO<l~1 <hare 

IIf trips rnak by C.if for 1.0111:< 

,M"". fow. f,,~. si." c.p!,,12 

and f ... lken " 'ere I2..S'k, 35'1-, 

!'\7.5%. 29'1 and 32,5% ""pcclive!y . ... hl:ro.l~$ for the UppeI bound '<Cenario coocerned the 

li gure. decrea,ed In 12_5%, .12.5 'if. tiS%. 61.3%.51)%. 29% and 31% rc',II.-cliwly (sec 

Figure 3 1 and 32)_ 

--"'-~--"-------
• 
• 

! • 

I : --
:~.~. " " .. " " - ....... 
'-" -"'-"--;~.~""'-- .--'~.--

t-'\tUfe ;1(1: M<XLI spl il. I>y 70ne for WiJldhock in 
2014 (Lo,,'''' Boom! Cas.:) 

By 201 4. the ",0001 1 ~ hare, ror 

~;n. 1~'Ai . lifl. b\lS: w;,ILmg and 

moton:yd cs \:;1/1 bI: UP.:-eIOO (II 

.",nain uochangoJ Ill< ''''-, 

I're,·iou.Jv ~n.·ed in (he 

CA~ __ tcd ~-aSl: iII1i.lys,s fl)r 

2008. n,., I)niy JirfcIc m:e II) IJ,.. 

expected will he in the 

magnitude, or generaa-d \ri~ 

U'3I\Sfl(:ln:llion norxks. For lhe c<p.:,,1cd cas.:. 01, 2014. 1m: maJum Y of Ill'" "III be moo~ 

00 f,lUI . f""Yicularly lOr 7-""C'< one. ' ''~ ' . Ih'tt. seV"1I aoo tCII .. hen' HlC " IUS' ur 

W,nd"""k', '"w-"'O(l noe I,ou,,",ool"" re<,tie. ,",I,. the _..arne lO!lCS. tnps 11 ,~k by 005. la_, ; 

~nd c~r "il! continue 111 constitute a ,ig n 'tk~nt ,hare nf \he lOOl] modal .plit. bul 11 (11 a& 
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pronounc...!, The lower and upjXr Ix>lmd a 'Cen~rio an~lysc" (""e f'i~ure" 32 a",l 33) 

yidded re,ults similar to those ohtained in 2(Klll (lower and upper bound analyses), The 

re_["'ctive ,hOlTe, of the identified transport modes too are exp«:ted to remain IIf1Changed. 

POI' trips made via car, hll' ,taxi and on fOOl and For the with the only diffl'flllces arising 

as a reslLlt of changes in person-trips generated a.' a re_ult of population growth and rural 

to city migration. Analysing the nrnal split share of' trips made via bicycle'. the analY'is 

indicated that ,mall changes in modal split is npccted in comparis.on to the other 

transport modes. 

----
I -, -, ----- • " " 

io~ '" .~ .. _ .. .,." ...... _ ... __ ... ..... -. ~;.,u..-_ 

Figure 31: Modal split. hy lone for Windhoek in 
2014 (Upper Bound Case) 

In 2014. 10.- the expected ca'e 

alldlysis. these transport nrnes 

will ~ expec1ed to con,titute 

no more than the aggrl'j~ated 

1% for zones tj~e. si~ and 

lourteen. For the upper and 

lower bound 

respectively, the modal _hare i, 

expected to remain virtually 

unchanged. 

The former tre",) can be attributed to The low modal populations that bicycles and 

mOlorcyde, make III', thu_ making any change,> in (heir numocr' vcry small 111 

com pari '<On to the OIher Illore established Iran sportation mules. 
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6.4. OBSTACLES ENCOUNTERED 

The section, of the report deals with some of the difficulties that encountered, during the 

trip generation and modal split steps. Of the many hurdles encountered, the most 

pronounced of these are as follows: 

a) Data shortages, 

b) Difficulty in predicting scenarios cases, 

c) Propagation of error through the model (as analysis period is increased). 

These hurdles made the modelling very difficult and sometimes impossible. Sometimes 

the obstacles that presented themselves required the re-thinking of the overall modelling 

methodology. 

The first problem associated with attempting to derive a sketch-planning tool for 

Windhoek, was the enormous shortage of data. The only information that was available 

was Namibia's 2001 National Census data and an ad-hoc report submitted by Africon 

ConSUlting Engineers to the city of Windhoek in 2005. This shortage of data meant that 

the potential number of variables that could be used to compile a trip generation model 

was greatly reduced. The accuracy of the model will not be affected as long as the model 

is calibrated as accurately as possible such that the model's base year corresponds to the 

collected data. 

The second problem to be discussed under this section is the difficulty in predicting the 

scenario analysis. Since it is virtually impossible to determine the events of the future, 

this meant that analyses performed would have a certain magnitude of uncertainty 

associated with it. Therefore, the difficulty in estimating the anticipated changes in travel 

patterns cannot be over-emphasized. The former statement thus implies that even though 

the expected case is based on the existing data, deviation of the observed data from the 

projected ones, can occur relatively quickly, thus causing the model results to be highly 

inaccurate. In addition to the difficult in estimating the scenario effects, another major 

problem preceding the former is the translation of the described scenario trends into 

quantifiable data, whilst having no data to validate it. As a result conservative population 
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growth rates, transport mode switching factors needs to be used to begin to estimate the 

effects of socio-economic trends on expressed mobility patterns. 

The last hurdle encountered during the modelling phase, was the escalation of the error as 

the modelling process progresses. The former phenomenon is very pronounced especially 

in cases where long analysis periods are used e.g. 20 years. This problem can be 

overcome by reducing the analysis periods to five years. If the analysis needs to be over a 

period longer than the one specified, then a phased approach could be used where the 

results of the previous phases are used as base year inputs for the following analysis 

period. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The first part of this section of the report summarises and highlights important findings 

obtained from the performed analyses. Attention will be drawn to the surprising results 

that stemmed from the performed analyses. The conclusions on some of the findings will 

enable some light to be shed on the transport equity issues associated with the findings, 

which could maybe enable policy makers and local authorities to address the transport 

equity issues. 

TRIP GENERATION DISCUSSION 

From the performed trip generation analysis it became evident the on average person trips 

in Windhoek can be expected to increase at the most by 28.2% between 2005 and 2014. 

With the upper and lower bound cases forming the upper and lower limit of the above

mentioned estimate, slight deviations, were noted. 

When the generated trips were analysed by trip purpose, it was found that in both 

scenario cases (upper and lower bound), similar increases in person trip magnitudes for 

average, school and serving passenger trips can be expected. Work related trips are the 

only ones that exhibited slightly lower increases in person trips over the analysis period 

concerned. The slight increases in person trips within some of the zones can be attributed 

to the high unemployment levels whose trends suggest that the problem is only likely to 

get worse particularly due to high population influx levels due rural to urban migration. 

Windhoek is characterised by the high prominence of low Income households can. 

Almost 805 of the city's households can be categorised as being from low earning 

backgrounds. However, due to the high trip generating frequencies of the middle and 

high-income households, the highest person-trip generation per capita, are expected to 

occur within these two income categories respectively. Despite the fact that Windhoek's 

majority of the population comprises of medium to low-income households, their 

respective household trip generating rates are considerably lower in comparison to their 

higher income counterparts. This is why there are such significant differences in trip 

making between the income groups. 
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The aggregated increase in person trips between 2005 and 2014, for low, middle and 

high-income households respectively is expected to be in the region of 18.8% over the 

nine-year analysis period. The highest numbers of person trips were generated by the 

middle-income group. In 2005, the total number of work trips generated by the middle

income group whose work trips are expected to increase from 40,255 (in 2005) to 51,609 

(in 2014) work trips. Lower income households yielded significantly lower work-person

trips in comparison to their higher income counterparts due to the high unemployment 

levels found among low-income households. 

School related are also expected to increase significantly, because of increasing natural 

population of the city, which in turn implies that more parents (accompanying) and 

children will be travelling to schools. The upper and lower bound cases, for the same trip 

purpose, yielded similar results. The observed trends of the figure produced, have 

suggested that slight variations in trip making by category can be expected between the 

different scenarios, as long as the stipulated scenarios are realised. 

MODAL SPLIT DISCUSSION 

From the modal split analyses, it can be concluded that Windhoek's modal split will 

continue to be motor dominated, because both the taxi and the private motorcar are 

expected to continue serving the middle and high-income households respectively, which 

in have the highest trips generating rates. 

Walking, which is the more predominant mode of transport, especially among the lower 

earning households, is expected to continue to be the overall second most popular mode 

of transport in Windhoek. Other modes, such as bicycles and motorcycles will continue to 

constitute a minority of the total modal split. Transit service in Windhoek, currently 

caters for the transport needs of the urban poor .the middle and high-income households 

are reluctant to use it. Therefore, no significant increase person trips are expected unless 

the existing system is upgraded to such levels to attract the more affluent households. 
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When the modal split was analysed by zone, the following points were concluded. Zones, 

seven and ten exhibited the highest followed modal splits in favour of walking. The next 

highest modal splits were observed to occur in zones one, 2 and 3 respectively. For the 

expected case (in 2008), it was concluded that the pedestrian modal split for zones 1, 2, 

and 3, walking can be expected to make up 32.5% for zone three and more than 50.0% 

for zones one and two respectively. Despite the significant share of the split being in 

favour of pedestrians, the majority share is still in motorised transport modes 

(automobiles and taxis). This is the reason why zones four, five, six and eight have high

motorised vehicle modal splits. 

For the above-mentioned zones, the aggregated modal split for private automobiles is 

55%. The highest modal split for taxis is found in zone 9. In this zone, taxis make up 

more than 82.5% of the total modal split. For the expected case, trips made via transit, 

motorcycles and bicycles contribute a small portion in comparison to the taxis and private 

automobiles. For the lower bound analysis, the relative proportions of the modal splits 

have changed considerably. On aggregate the differences between the expected and the 

upper and lower bound cases respectively ranges between 2% to 5% depending on the 

transport mode under discussion. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the concluding statements, it is evident that the trips distribution and the assignment 

steps of modelling were not performed, as these two stages were not part of the objectives 

of the developed model. Given that, data availability hurdle that was encountered 

throughout the modelling exercise, the omission of the two steps, lowered the data 

availability burden hence enabling the successful development of the sketch-planning 

tool. 

From the performed analyses, it was established the middle and high-income households 

have the highest person trips generation rates it is of no surprise to find that in motorcar

oriented town, the provided transport infrastructure favours the user with the highest trip 

making frequencies. However, since the urban poor make up more than 80% of the 
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town's population, maybe it is time to implement equity driven transport provision 

strategies to uplift the lower income households. In uplifting them, then the household 

accessibility to the City Centre will potentially increase. The empowerment could be 

executed through the provision of affordable transport means. The upgrading of the 

existing public transport system coupled by the re-structuring of the taxi industry is one 

way improving transport service levels for the poor and hence partially achieves the 

desired transport equity. 
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